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PREFACE

This manual provides guidance for Army personnel involved in unit movement on Air Force-provided
airlift, including commercial charter and Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) aircraft. It gives an overview of air
transportability considerations for Army personnel and equipment and describes aircraft loading procedures
and related fundamentals and techniques. It provides in-depth information on aircraft characteristics, the 463L
pallet system, and CRAF.

This manual, with FM 55-12, AMC Pam 55-41, and TM 38-250, gives unit commanders and movement
personnel the basic data to plan and execute successful movements via airlift

The proponent of this publication is the US Army Transportation School Send comments and recommen-
dations on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) to Commandant US
Army Transportation School, ATTN: ATSP-TDL, Fort Eustis, VA 23604-5389.

Unless this publication states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer exclusively to men.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO AIR MOVEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Air movement is initially the primary
transportation method used during crisis response.
World situations that call for a rapid response by
the armed forces use airlift to quickly move to an
area of operations. Air movement of units requires
detailed planning at all levels of command. This
chapter gives a brief overview of the history of
airlift and air movement missions and respon-
sibilities. It also provides general instructions for
conducting an air movement, emphasizing safety.

Air load planners must successfully complete
one of three airlift planning courses to be certified
to plan and sign DD Form 2130-series cargo
manifests. These courses are the AMC Affiliation
Airlift Planners Course, the US Army Air Deploy-
ment Planning Course (ADPC), and the USMC
Landing Force Training Command Pacific
(LFTCPAC) Aircraft Load Planning Course.
According to AMC Regulation 55-3, this certifica-
tion is valid for two years after completion of the
course. AS of the date of this publication, recer-
tification procedures have not been defined. Con-
sult the original training source for further details.

HISTORY OF AIRLIFT

Airlift has played an important part in nearly
every major conflict since World War I.
Throughout World War II, in all theaters of opera-
tion, commanders frequently airlifted troops and
supplies. The Berlin Airlift was the frost real test
of airlift operations in a noncombat role. Without
airlift, the Soviet Union would have been able to
starve West Berlin into submission. Commanders
in the Korean conflict used airlift to resupply many
of the United Nation’s forces. Our modern airlift
force was developed during the Vietnam War, with
modern, faster, and more efficient airlift replacing
earlier models. Early in the Vietnam War, it took
days to transport a few thousand pounds of cargo
from the United States to the battle area. At the
end of the war, more than 200,000 pounds could be
transported the same distance with one airplane in
less than 24 hours. During Operations Desert

Shield/Desert Storm, more than 509,000 pas-
sengers and 700,000 tons of cargo were moved by
more than 18,500 airlift missions.

AIR MOVEMENT AUTHORITY

AR 220-10 specifies who has authority to
authorize unit air movement. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS), in coordination with the Department of
Defense (DOD) and the Department of the Army
(DA), authorizes unit air movement between over-
seas major Army commands or from an overseas
major Army command to the continental United
States (CONUS). Headquarters DA authorizes unit
movement by air from or within CONUS. DA nor-
mally provides instructions and movement authority
to the Army components of unified commands to
implement DOD and JCS directives.

DA publishes the movement directive. This
basic document is the authority for the appropriate
commander to prepare a unit for movement and to
execute the move.

DEPLOYMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Army major commands or Army components
of unified commands issue deployment instruc-
tions as a guide for the moving unit. These instruc-
tions generally cover criteria for deployable
personnel type of equipment to be taken, medical
support to be provided, and special logistical and
soldier support instructions. AR 220-10 outlines
standard procedures for preparation for overseas
movement (POM). Data in this manual are consis-
tent with AR 220-10.

TYPES OF MOVEMENTS

The type of movement is based on the urgency
of the situation. The type of movement directed in
the deployment instructions determines the
method of loading, The two types of movement are
nontactical movements and tactical movements.

Nontactical Movement

A nontactical movement is a movement in
which units, personnel, equipment, and materiel
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move when no enemy interference or contact is
anticipated. It emphasizes economical use of the
aircraft cargo space and maximum use of the allow-
able cabin load (ACL). ACL is the amount of
cargo and passengers (as determined by weight,
cubic displacement, and distance from origin to
destination) that may be transported by a specific
type of aircraft. Unit integrity and unloading
sequence are major considerations when plan-
ning a nontactical movement, but efficient
economy of space utilization has the highest
priority (Figure l-l). Units may not be required
to be operational upon unloading.

Tactical Movement

A tactical movement is a movement of
units, personnel, equipment, and materiel that
is organized, loaded, and transported to
facilitate accomplishment of a tactical mission.
Unit integrity is the primary consideration in move-
ment not economy of space. Maximum use of the
aircraft ACL remains the ultimate movement goal,
but the commander’s sequence of employment and
unit integrity receives the highest priority. Units
should be configured to conduct immediate opera-
tional missions upon unloading (Figure l-l).

SAFETY

Commanders and all personnel must em-
phasize safety and use the principles of risk
management when making decisions. Safety in
training and execution is force protection. Protect-
ing the force through risk management means per-
forming to standards, correcting unsafe behavior,
and making good risk decisions. Vehicle accidents
kill 250 soldiers and cost the Army $100 million
dollars each year. These losses are preventable by
taking the proper precautions. The first fatality in
Operation Desert Shield was an Air Force airman
struck by a vehicle on the flight line.

FM 55-12 covers specific safety measures during
aircraft loading. Other safety rules are below.

Troop Movement on an Airfield

Before troops move onto an airfield, airfield
operations personnel grant permission and the
movement is coordinated with designated airfield
personnel who provide guides or appropriate
instructions. Troops move on the airfield in con-
trolled formation only; halt at least 100 feet from

the edge of runways, taxi strips, and ramps; and get
clearance before crossing, The Tanker Airlift Con-
trol Element (TALCE) may identify entry control
points (ECPS) for access of troops onto flight lines.

Flight Line Safety

Personnel on the flight line-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Must not smoke on the aircraft parking ramp
area except in designated smoking zones.

Must not walk in front of any aircraft when
the engines are running. Personnel must
never walk within the propeller arc.

Must walk around the outside of the wing
tips to avoid the auxiliary power units’ blast
or heat exhaust and the propeller or jet
intake area.

Must observe a 15 mph speed limit for all
vehicles on the flight line.

Must observe a 5 mph speed limit for all vehicles
within 25 feet of an aircraft. However, the speed
of vehicles will not exceed 3 mph (walking
speed) when within 10 feet of the aircraft, to
include movement inside the aircraft.

Must not approach within 50 feet of an
engine intake nor within 200 feet of the
blast area to the rear when jet engines are
running. On propeller-driven aircraft, the
danger area is 10 feet in front of the
propeller and 200 feet to the rear.

Must not drive any vehicle under any part
of the aircraft.

Must not drive a vehicle within 10 feet of an
aircraft without a walking guide to observe
clearance between vehicle and aircraft. This
“circle of safety” extends 10 feet in front of
the nose, 10 feet behind the tail, and 10 feet
outboard of each wing tip (Figure 1-2).

Must not drive vehicles, except those being
loaded or unloaded, directly toward an
aircraft or park closer than 10 feet from an
aircraft.

Must approach an aircraft in a vehicle with
the driver’s side nearest the aircraft. Per-
sonnel park the vehicle perpendicular to
the aircraft fuselage.
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•   Must not allow trash or debris to be thrown
on the flight line. Personnel must also en-
sure that canvas or small pieces of equip-
ment are secure to prevent the jet exhaust
from blowing them around.

•   Must not stand or walk directly in front of
or behind vehicles being driven or backed
into the aircraft.

•   Must not back vehicles toward or into an
aircraft without spotters placed at the front
and rear corners of the vehicle. (The air-
craft loadmaster directs all backing.) Spot-
ters should not be directly in front of or
behind any moving vehicle.

•  Must not stand between a moving vehicle
and any stationary object, such as another
vehicle, aircraft, or buildings.

*Figure 1-1. Types of Movement.
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Risk Management

Figure 1-2. Circle of Safety

Risk management is the process of making
operations safer without interfering with essential
mission values. The process focuses a leader on
issues that could result in losses and then requires
the leader to consider risk reduction measures that
allow mission accomplishment while minimizing
losses. The four principles of risk management
a r e -

•  Accept no unnecessary risk. An unneces-
sary risk is one that if eliminated would still
allow for mission accomplishment.

•   Make risk decisions at the proper level con-
sistent with your local command policy.

• Accept risk only when benefits outweigh
costs.

• Manage risk in the concept and planning
stages whenever possible.

The risk management process is to-

• Identify the hazards that will be encoun-
tered.

• Assess the risk of those hazards by asking
what are the most likely injuries or damage
that might occur, and what is the probabil-
ity of those losses.

• Determine what kind of control measures
could be used to reduce risk. These might
be speed limit controls, more supervision,
scheduling, route changes, protective
equipment, more training, or more indepth
instructions. Once available controls are
considered, decide which of those controls
to implement.

• Implement controls.

• Supervise. Remember that NCOs make it
safely happen.
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CHAPTER 2

AIR MOBILITY COMMAND AIRCRAFT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes Air Mobility Com-
mand (AMC) aircraft and provides the necessary
planning data to effectively prepare load plans.
Personnel who prepare load plans must recertify
every two years.

The AMC aircraft of main concern are the
C-130, C-141, C-5, KC-10, and C-17. With some
exceptions, their cargo compartments can be con-
figured to hold general bulk or palletized cargo,
vehicles/equipment, troops, paratroopers, or
cargo rigged for airdrop. The KC-10 cannot be
rigged for airdrop. The wide range of cargo car-
ried by these aircraft, along with many options for
loading, provides great flexibility in moving troops
and equipment.

Each of these aircraft have medium- to long-
range mission capability. All are equipped with
roller conveyor systems for using the 463L pallet
system. The C-130, C-141, C-5, and C-17 have
hydraulically activated ramp systems to ease load-
ing and unloading. The C-141, C-5, KC-10, and
C-17 also have aerial refueling capability.

NOTE: The planning data for the C-17
are projected capabilities only. They do
not reflect the results of any DOD-certi-
fied tests and evaluations. Use only cur-
rent data as a reference for possible
future capabilities. Consult affiliated
AMC representatives for actual "flyaway"
data.

ALLOWABLE CABIN LOAD

The load planner must know the approved
allowable cabin load for a particular aircraft. ACL
is the weight of unit personnel, equipment, and
materiel that an aircraft can carry. Several varying
factors, such as distance, route to be flown, fuel
load, weather, and winds, impact on the ACL. De-
parture and arrival airfield characteristics also fac-
tor into determining the ACL.

For general airlift planning factors, use
following ACLs:

ALLOWABLE
AIRCRAFT CABIN LOAD

C-130 25,000 pounds

C-141 50,000 pounds

C-5 150,000 pounds

KC-10 100,000 pounds

C-17 153,500 pounds

the

AIRCRAFT CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITS

Another factor to consider in load planning is
center of gravity (CG) limits. Each aircraft has
certain limits in which it must be balanced. If an
aircraft is not balanced properly, it may not take
off or land safely. In extreme cases, it cannot fly
safely. The load planner directly affects this bal-
ance factor when loading cargo aboard an aircraft.
Loads must not cause the aircraft to exceed its
balance limits. The CG of any aircraft is the point
on the aircraft at which the aircraft would hang in
a level, balanced horizontal position if hoisted off
the ground by a cable. It is an exact and specific
point on the aircraft. Fortunately, through design
characteristics and mechanical devices, each air-
craft allows some variation with its CG. Otherwise,
load planning would be almost impossible.

These variations, or CG limits, provide the
load planner with flexibility in preparing various
load configurations for each aircraft. As long as
the effect of the cargo weight is kept within these
CG limits, the aircraft can be safely operated.

CARGO LOAD CENTER OF BALANCE
LIMITS

To keep the cargo weight within the aircraft
CG limits, the cargo load center of balance (CB)
must be identified. The combined center of bal-
ance (CCB) of the cargo load is then placed in the
cargo compartment within a prescribed design
limit for the aircraft. (See Chapter 5 for more
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information.) Table 2-1 provides AMC guidelines
for use in airlift planning.

In general, floating CB criteria means as the
cargo weight increases, the total cargo center of
balance windows decrease. When total cargo
weights fall between given weights, use the most
restrictive (next higher) center of balance window.
For example, a 46,000-pound load on a C-141 uses
the 50,000-pound window of 880-950.

Unit air movement planning personnel must
comply with established planning data when load
planning unit equipment and personnel deploy-
ments by air.

The CB window numbers are referred to as
fuselage station (FS) numbers. They represent the
distance (in inches) aft from the aircraft reference
datum (RD) line at which point the cargo load

must balance. The FS numbers are clearly marked
on the cabin walls to use as reference points when
loading.

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Load planners must consider the characteris-
tics of each aircraft. These characteristics include-

•  The size of the cargo door and its location
and height above the ground.

•  The size and shape of the cargo compart-
ment.

•  The strength of the aircraft floor.

•  The location, number, and type of seats
available for airlifting troops.

• Aircraft configurations (Appendix A).

*Table 2-1. Floating Center of Balance Criteria.
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If a complete file of Air Force publications is airlift planning. See FM 55-12 for more informa-
not available, the unit’s affiliated AMC Airlift Con- tion on the affiliation program.
trol Squadron (ALCS) will assist the load planner.
The ALCS is an extension of the unit’s staff for all Table 2-2 is a quick reference for AMC air-

craft. Refer to the individual aircraft discussed
later in this chapter for more detailed information.

*Table 2-2. AMC Aircraft.
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Figure 2-1.

*Passenger Considerations. The C-130 does
not have a separate passenger compartment, and
passengers compete for available ACL. For plan-
ning purposes, estimate each passenger to weigh
210 pounds. This weight may vary with type of
mission (refer to FM 55-12) and should be con-
firmed with AMC as early as possible. When using
side -facing seats, plan for a maximum of 29 passen-
gers. The C-130 will carry a maximum of 90 pas-
sengers (80 including flight crew for over water
flight).

NOTE: Side-facing seats number 1
through 10 and 13 through 22 left and
right must be installed in pairs. Seats 11
and 12 must be installed with 10 and 13
respectively, as these seats will not stand
alone.

Palletized Cargo Restrictions. The C-130 can
accommodate up to six 463L pallets. Usable sur-
face dimensions of a 463L pallet are 84 inches long
by 104 inches wide. Pallet criteria according to
position, weight, and height are in Figure 2-2.

For pallet positions 3 and 4, maintain a 6-inch
aisle along the narrow side of the pallet. Do not
exceed an overall dimension of 84 inches long, 98
inches wide, and 96 inches high. This will provide
the necessary aisleway for emergency exit of the
aircraft.

For pallet position 6, maintain an 18-inch aisle.
Pallet cargo dimensions will not exceed 86 inches
wide, 84 inches long, and 76 inches high. This
provides access to the latrine, cargo loading aids
stowed in the cargo door, and to the aft escape exit
hatch on the aft end of the cargo ramp.

C-1 30 Aircraft.

poses only. Exceptions may include items config-
ured according to TB 55-46-1 or loaded according
to the aircraft loading manual. The schematic in
Figure 2-3, extracted from DD Form 2130-2 (C-130
A/B/E/H Cargo Manifest), shows the fuselage sta-
tion numbers and pallet position center of bal-
ances.

A number of loading aids are available to more
conveniently load the C-130. They either come
with the aircraft or are available as options from
the supporting AMC TALCE or servicing aerial
port. In addition to the primary loading aids in
Figure 2-4, the following aids are available (all but
the wheeled pry bars are in the aircraft):

• Wheeled pry bars for handling boxes and
crates in the cargo compartment.

•   A portable electric winch for moving cargo
in and out of the aircraft.

•  Internal electrical power outlets to provide
power for aids when loading the aircraft.

•    An auxiliary power unit to provide electric-
ity and hydraulic pressure to assist aircraft
loading.

•  A public address system consisting of loud-
speakers, microphones, headsets, and ex-
tension cords for  giving loading
instructions and to control the loading op-
eration.

•  Lighting to illuminate the cargo compart-
ment and door area during night loading.

•  Snatch blocks (loading pulleys) to help
move cargo in and out of the aircraft.

Loading Guidance. The cargo area dimen-
sions in Figure 2-3 are for general planning pur-
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Figure 2-2. C-130 Pallet Positions

* Figure 2-3. C-130 Schematic.
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Figure 2-4. C-130 Loading Aids.
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Rolling Stock Restrictions. Whenever possible,
plan to load rolling stock on the treadways of the
aircraft as shown in Figure 2-5. Vehicles with
pneumatic tires must have a minimum space of 48
inches between axles. If this space cannot be ob-
tained, the axles are considered as a single axle.
When load planning and actual loading, the single
axle limitations apply (Figure 2-5). Vehicles whose
operational height exceeds 102 inches must be re-
duced in height unless certified to be shipped at a
higher height according to TB 55-46-1 or the air-
craft loading manual.

When the load consists of palletized cargo or
floor-loaded cargo secured with cargo straps,
maintain a 30-inch space between the cargo and
the nearest forward occupied seat. When cargo is
secured with chains, the 30-inch rule does not

Do not exceed the following limitations:

• Pounds per square inch.

 • Pounds per linear foot (PLF).

• Axle weight.

•  Wheel weight.

Tracked Vehicle Loading. Figure 2-6 shows an
M577 tracked vehicle loaded aboard a C-130 air-
craft. The following example is the method to
determine loadability and placement on the air-
craft floor.

EXAMPLE:

A tracked vehicle is to be loaded aboard a
C-130. The tracked vehicle weighs 22,000 pounds.
The weight-bearing area of the tracks is 8 feet long

apply. (the length of track that contacts the cargo floor in
longitudinal plane).

* Figure 2-5. C-130 Flight Limitations Chart.
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Figure 2-6. Tracked Vehicle on C-130.

To determine the pounds per linear feet, di- Helicopter Loading. Helicopters with major
vide the weight of the vehicle by the contact portion disassembly can be airlifted. Table 2-3 provides
of the track. The answer is the amount of PLF
being created.

22,000 pounds (weight of vehicle)
8 feet (floor contact area of track) = 2,750

pounds PLF

The vehicle creates 2,750 PLF. It can be safely
transported, but it must be loaded between fuse-
lage stations 337 to 682 (area where tracks must
contact the aircraft floor). Allowable limit in this
area is 3,000 PLF on the treadways.

data for use in mission planning (for specific guid-
ance, refer to T.O. 1C-130A-9):

C-141 Characteristics

The C-141, nicknamed Starlifter, is a high-
wing, heavy transport airplane with four turbofan
engines (Figure 2-7), Its mission is to transport
unit personnel, equipment, and materiel world-
wide. The C-141 is the backbone of the strategic
airlift capability of the US Air Force. It is most
likely the aircraft to be used for all basic movement
planning.

Table 2-3. C-130 Helicopter Loading Data.
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Figure 2-7. C-141 Aircraft.

aerial port. With the exception of the ramp sup-Passenger Considerations. Like the C-130,
the C-141 does not have a separate passenger com-
partment. For planning purposes, estimate each
passenger to weigh 210 pounds, This weight may
vary with type of mission (refer to FM 55-12) and
should be confirmed with AMC as early as possi-
ble. When using side-facing seats, plan for a max-
imum of 98 passengers. The C-141 will carry a
maximum of 200 passengers (160 including flight
crew for over water flights).

NOTE: All side-facing seats except num-
ber 1 left and right must be installed in
pairs. Seat number 1 will not stand alone.

Palletized Cargo Restrictions. The C-141 can
accommodate up to 13 463L pallets. Pallet posi-
tion criteria according to position, weight, and
height are in Figure 2-8.

Loading Guidance. The cargo area dimen-
sions in Figure 2-9 are for general planning pur-
poses only. Exceptions may include items
configured according to TB 55-46-1 or loaded ac-
cording to the aircraft loading manual. The sche-
matic in Figure 2-9, extracted from DD Form
2130-3 (C-141B Cargo Manifest), shows the fuse-
lage station numbers and pallet position center of
balances.

*To more conveniently load the C-141, a num-
ber of aids come with the aircraft or are available
as options from the supporting AMC TALCE or

port, the C-141 aircraft has the same type of equip-
ment listed Figure 2-4 for the C-130 aircraft.

Rolling Stock Restrictions. Whenever possi-
ble, plan to load wheeled and tracked vehicles on
the treadways. Vehicles whose operational height
exceeds 102 inches must be reduced in height un-
less certified to be shipped at a higher height ac-
cording to TB 55-46-1 or the aircraft loading
manual.

Do not load cargo that touches the floor or
overhangs between fuselage stations 292 and 322.
Do not stow any wheel loads outboard of the
treadways next to the troop doors. The total com-
bined loaded cargo weight between fuselage sta-
tions 322 and 678 will not exceed 45,000 pounds.
Cargo loaded on the ramp for flight will not have
the CB of cargo positioned aft of fuselage station
1473. When the load consists of palletized cargo
or floor-loaded cargo secured with cargo straps,
maintain a 30-inch space between the cargo and
the nearest forward occupied seat. When cargo is
secured with chains, the 30-inch rule does not
apply. The part of a vehicle that is loaded under
the crew rest facility (fuselage stations 322 to 378)
will not exceed 80 inches in height measured from
the aircraft floor. Do not exceed the limitations in
Figure 2-10.

To determine aftmost axle location, use the
following procedures (Figure 2-11):
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Tracked Vehicle Loading. When planning air
movement, there are two types of tracked vehicles:
combat vehicles and construction vehicles, The
basic difference is the rubber pad protection on the
tracks that prevents damage to the ramp and the
aircraft floor.

*All vehicles with metal tracks, cleats, studs,
or other gripping devices that will damage the floor
require rolling and parking shoring (see Chapter
6). For construction vehicles with cleats, the min-
imum thickness for rolling and parking shoring is
3/4 inch, Planking must be thick enough for cleats
or lugs to sink into and for distribution of the load
so as not to exceed aircraft limitations. Tracked
vehicles with serviceable rubber pads do not re-
quire shoring if the aircraft floor Iimitations are not
exceeded. Rubber pads must protrude beyond the
steel track so that no portion of the metal track
contacts the cargo floor.

Combat vehicles. Tracked combat vehicles
have rubber pads on the individual track segments.
Generally, they are limited to a maximum practical

gross weight of 44,00 pounds. More specific limits
are as follows:

MAXIMUM MINIMUM
AXLE WEIGHT REQUIRED

(in pounds) SHORING

5,000 3/4 inch

5,001 to 5,500 1 inch

5,501 to 6,500 1 1/2 inch

6,501 to 7,900 2 inch

7,901 to 10,000 3 inch

Approximate axle weights for vehicles with
five axles or less by dividing the gross vehicle
weight (G VW) by the number of axles minus 0.5.
For example, the weight of a vehicle with five axles
would be divided by 4.5.

Approximate axle weights for vehicles with six
or more axles by dividing the gross vehicle weight
by the number of axles minus 1.0. For example, the
weight of a vehicle with seven axles would be
divided by six.

Figure 2-8. C-141 Pallet Positions.
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Figure 2-9. C-141 Schematic.
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Figure 2-10. C-141B Flight Limitations Chart.

*The following example shows how to deter- track segments, They are generally limited to a
mine the maximum axle weight for a tracked
vehicle.

EXAMPLE:

Gross vehicle weight = 28,950 pounds

Number of axles = 5

GVW 28,950
5 axles or less = number of axles -5 = 4.5 = 6,434

Computed load per axle = 6,434 pounds

1 1/2 inches of shoring is required.

*Construction vehicles. Tracked construction
vehicles usually do not have rubber pads on the

maximum practical gross weight of 44,000 pounds.
Tracked vehicles with cleats require rolling and
parking shoring, Shoring must be a minimum of
3/4 inch. Vehicles heavier than 32,500 pounds must
be loaded straight in from a trailer or K loader.
Vehicles that exceed any of these criteria or have
unusual suspensions require special analysis and
loading and shipping procedures. Load planners
should obtain HQ AMC ALCS or affiliated ALCS
guidance,

Helicopter Loading. Table 2-4 provides data
for use in mission planning. (For specific guid-
ance, refer to T.O. lC-141B-9.)
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The unit should not use the C-5 as a convenience

The C-5, nicknamed Galaxy, is a high-winged,
long-range, heavy-lift transport aircraft (Figure 2-12).
Its primary function is to airlift outsized cargo.
The aircraft is designed for global, intertheater
operations. Unique features of this aircraft are the
forward cargo door (visor) and ramp and the aft
cargo door system and ramp. These features allow
drive-on/drive-off loading and unloading. A
vehicle can actually be driven through the aircraft.

to load planning. For general planning purposes, the
C-5 is only used for cargo that is outsized to the C-141
aircraft. Unless operations orders state differently,
cargo certified to fit the C-141 loading envelope will
be planned on a C-141 aircraft Higher priority mis-
sions may require HQ AMC/TACC to substitute C-5
aircraft for a ratio of C-141s. Units must maintain
flexibility to allow for this type of change. Units must
maintain open communications with their affiliated
AMC ALCS for everyday guidance in this area.

Figure 2-11. C-141B Axle Distance/Ramp Weight Chart.
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Table 2-4 C-141 Helicopter Loading Data.

Figure 2-12 C-5 Aircraft.
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Passenger Considerations. The troop compart-
ment is in the upper deck area on the C-5 aircraft.
It is a self-contained compartment with a galley,
two lavatories, and 73 available passenger seats
(CB at FS 1675). An additional 267 airline seats
may be installed on the cargo compartment floor
(maximum combined total of 329 troops including
the aircrew over water).

*Palletized Cargo Restrictions. The C-5 can
accommodate up to 36 463L pallets. Pallet criteria
according to position, weight, and
below.

PALLET MAXIMUM
POSITION WEIGHT

1-2” 7,500 pounds

height are listed

MAXIMUM
HEIGHT*

96 inches

3-34 10,355 pounds ** 96 inches**

35-36* 7,500 pounds 70 inches

*463L pallets loaded in pallet positions 1, 2, 35, and
36 shall have a 14-inch access aisle that will extend
from the outboard edge of the pallet to the vertical
stacking line of the cargo.

**Maximum single pallet weight for cargo secured
with nets and stacked above 96 inches (not to ex-
ceed 100 inches) shall not exceed 8,000 pounds.

Loading Guidance. The cargo area dimen-
sions in Figure 2-13 are for general planning pur-
poses only. The schematic in Figure 2-13,
extracted from DD Form 2130-1 (C-5A/B Cargo
Manifest), shows the fuselage station numbers and
pallet position centers of balance.

The cargo compartment design, dimensions,
and payload capability have been optimized to de-
ploy units, personnel, equipment, and materiel.
The compartment has a forward cargo door (visor)
and ramp and an aft cargo door system and ramp.
The visor door, when closed, forms the nose of the
aircraft. The forward ramp extension is stowed in
the vertical position. The aft pressure door, also
used as a ramp extension, maybe raised to a hori-
zontal position to permit airdrop operations.

For general cargo and vehicular tie-down pro-
visions, the cargo floor of the C-5 has 304 flush,
permanently installed rings, Each ring can sustain
a design limit load of 25,000 pounds. The tie-down
rings are designed to receive either one hook from

a 25,000-pound restraint device or two hooks from
10,000-pound restraint devices.

Another feature that facilitates and expedites
loading and unloading operations is the kneeling
capability. Kneeling the landing gear permits the
cargo compartment floor to be lowered approxi-
mately 10 feet to about 3 feet above the ground.
This kneeling feature was incorporated for two
reasons: to facilitate loading operations by lower-
ing the cargo ramps for truck-bed and ground load-
ing and to reduce the ramp angles for loading and
unloading vehicles.

Figure 2-14 shows the cargo floor and ramp
angles for the kneeling condition. It also shows the
C-5 nose up when aft-kneeled, nose down when
forward-kneeled, and level when level-kneeled.

Note the dimensional data provided with the
aircraft sections shown in Figure 2-15. The dia-
grams depict the front of the C-5 facing aft.

Figure 2-16 shows the details of the forward
cargo opening with the visor in the raised position.
The side profile of the cargo floor shows the ramp
in the ground loading position in the stowed posi-
tion. The front view of the cargo opening shows
detailed dimensions of the opening.

To ground load or unload vehicles, the pres-
sure door is hinged to the ramp as a ramp extension
and lowered to contact the ground. Figure 2-17
shows the aft cargo ramp in the ground loading
position.

Rolling Stock Restrictions. The cargo floor is
a load-carrying structure across its whole width.
Vehicles can traverse its whole area and maneuver
freely during loading operations. In flight, single
36,000-pound axle loads or a combination of axles
weighing up to 36,000 pounds may be carried on
any continuous 40-inch longitudinal length of
cargo floor area between fuselage stations 724 and
1884. Figure 2-18 also shows the in-flight loading
limits on other floor areas and on the ramps. The
capability of the ramps and floor are such that
tanks and other tracked vehicles weighing up to
129,000 pounds can be loaded and transported.

Helicopter Loading. Table 2-5 provided data
for use in mission planning. For specific guidance,
refer to T.O. 1C-5A-9):
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* Figure 2-13. C-5 Schematic.
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Figure 2-14. Cargo Floor Angles and Loading Height.
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Figure 2-15. C-5 Cargo Compartment Dimensions.
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Figure 2-16. C-5 Visor Raised Position.

Figure 2-17. Ground Loading-Aft Cargo Ramp.
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Figure 2-18. C-5 Flight Limitations Chart
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Table 2-5. C-5 Helicopter Loading Data.

Figure 2-19. KC-10 Aircraft.

KC-10 Characteristics Passenger Considerations. When planning

The KC-10, nicknamed Extender, is a swept-
passenger movement on the KC-10, the limiting
factor will be the configuration requested or ap-wing, wide-body tri-jet with a dual-purpose mis-

sion as an aerial refueler and cargo/passenger proved (Appendix A). Planning weightn for pas-

aircraft (Figure 2-19). Unit personnel, equipment, sengers will be 180 pounds. The KC-10 may carry

and materiel are carried on the upper deck, and up to 69 passengers (69 over water).

fuel tanks are contained in the lower compart-
ments of the fuselage.
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*Palletized Cargo Restrictions. The KC-10
uses a rounded cargo compartment to maximize
cargo-carrying capability. It can accommodate up
to 27 463L pallets. Normally, a maximum of 25
pallet positions will be authorized, Usable surface
dimensions of a pallet are 104 inches long by 84
inches wide. Due to location of pallet restraint rail
systems in the KC-10, the 108-inch side becomes
the length of the pallet. Pallet criteria according to
position, weight, and height are in Figures 2-20 and
2-21.

For ease of planning, the two pallet profiles in
Figure 2-22 will simplify pallet build-up. The two
pallet profiles are--

 • 104 inches long x 84 inches wide x70 inches
high for pallet positions 2 through 10.

•    104 inches long x 65 inches wide x 60 inches
high for pallet positions 11 and 12.

These profiles may be exceeded to maximize
use of the cargo compartment, However, the max-
imum profile limits (Figures 2-20 and 2-21) will not
be exceeded.

Loading Guidance. The following cargo area
dimensions are for general planning purposes only:

USABLE CARGO AREA

Length -1,416

Width -218

*Height -96

NOTE: Exceptions may include items
configured according to TB 55-46-1 or
loaded according to the aircraft loading
manual.

The schematics in Figures 2-23 and 2-24, ex-
tracted from DD Forms 2130-6 and 2130-7 (KC-10
cargo manifests), show the fuselage station num-
bers, seating arrangements, and pallet position
centers of balance.

Restraint criteria for other than netted cargo
are as follows:

RESTRAINT CRITERIA*
DIRECTION REQUIREMENT

Forward (with cargo 1.5 g’s
barrier net)

Forward (without 9.0 g’s
cargo barrier net)

Aft 1.5 g’s
Lateral 1.5 g’s
Vertical 2.0 g’s

*See Chapter 7, Cargo Restraint.

There is no provision for floor loading unit
equipment or passenger baggage. All hand-car-
ried items, such as crew-served weapons, ruck-
sacks, and web belts, must either fit under the
airline-style seating or be palletized.

Rolling Stock Restrictions. The unique load-
ing requirements and limitations for the KC-10
require special attention. Any time the use of a
KC-10 for airlift is anticipated, arrangements must
be made for a wide-body loader at the location.
Unlike other AMC aircraft, the KC-10 does not
have a ramp at ground level to roll equipment on
and off. The cargo door is about 15 feet above
ground level. Also, unlike other cargo aircraft, the
KC-10 cargo floor cannot withstand the stress of
heavy axle floor loading. Therefore, the 463L pal-
lets must be used as a subfloor whenever cargo or
baggage is to be loaded aboard this aircraft. Also,
because of the location of the cargo door, cargo
width and height must be within the cargo door
limits (Figure 2-25).

There are three acceptable loading methods
for use with the 463L pallet. The actual method
used to load equipment depend son numerous vari-
ables including allowable loading time and avail-
ability of materials-handling equipment (MHE).
(Wide-body loaders, K loaders, and forklifts are
needed to load and move pallets.) The methods
are described as follows:

•   The first method is to prepalletize and se-
cure cargo on individual 463L pallets be-
fore loading. This method requires the
least amount of time for loading.

•    The second method is to place empty 463L
pallets into the aircraft to create a pallet
subfloor. The equipment is then driven or
pushed into place and secured for flight.

•    The third method uses a combination of the
first two methods. The combination
method provides the flexibility for last min-
ute changes and requires less use of MHE.
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Figure 2-20. Pallet Contours and Aisle Configurations (Sheet 1). 2-23
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Figure 2-21. Pallet Contours and Aisle Configurations (Sheet 2).
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Figure 2-22 Pallet Profiles.
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Figure 2-23. KC-10 Schematic- 17 Pallets Configuration (Code D).

Figure 2-24. KC-10 Schematic-23 Pallets Configuration (Code B).
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* Figure 2-25. KC-10 Package Size Chart-Cargo Loaded Aft of Cargo Door.

The pallet profile limitations also apply to outlines specific loading procedures for items that
wheeled equipment. In addition, allowable axle do not fit within general loading criteria or require
weights and axle separations (Figure 2-26 and 2- a waiver of the aircraft limitations; for example,
27) must not be exceeded. (Exceptions are al- M-35A2 2 l/2-ton cargo truck [without winch],
lowed according to T.O. 1C-10(K)A-9. Section V Figures 2-28, 2-29, and 2-30.)
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Figure 2-26. Cargo Loading Data.
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Figure 2-27. Vehicle Axle Weight Limitations.
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Figure 2-28. Loadable Locations for M-352A Cargo Truck.
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Figure 2-29. Position of M-35A2 Cargo Truck (Centerline-Loaded).
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Figure 2-30. Plan View-Tie-Down Pattern for M35A2 Cargo Truck (Centerline-Loaded).
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Figures 2-31 and 2-32 show an example of a example of allowable lateral loading limits.
total CG problem. Figures 2-33 and 2-34 show an

Figure 2-31. Total CG - Sample Problem 1 (Sheet 1).
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Figure 2-32. Sample Problem 1 (Sheet 2).
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Figure 2-33. Sample Problem 2 (Sheet 1).
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Figure 2-34. Sample Problem 2 (Sheet 2).
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C-17 Characteristics

The C-17 is a high-winged, long-range,
heavy-lift four-engine turbofan transport
aircraft (Figure 2-35). It is designed to replace the
aging C-141 fleet as the airlift workhorse. The
C-17 can deliver outsized equipment into small
austere airfields (SAAFS), previously restricted
to the C-130. As of publication, the C-17 has not
completed its test and evaluation program and the
design freeze has not yet been accomplished.

Passenger Considerations. The C-17 does
not have a separate passenger compartment.
However, it has 54 side-facing seats permanently
installed for passenger use in the cargo compart-

area dimensions. For planning purposes, estimate
each passenger to weigh 210 pounds. This weight
may vary with type of mission (refer to FM 55-12)
and should be confirmed with AMC as early as
possible. The C-17 will carry a maximum of 102
passengers with centerline seats installed on the
cargo floor (Figure 2-36). Also, up to 48 litters
(Figure 2-37) may be installed (150 passengers,
patients and medical crew over water based on life
raft capacity).

Palletized Cargo Restrictions. The C-17
can accommodate up to 18 463L pallets-14 on
the aircraft floor and 4 on the aircraft ramp
(Figure 2-38). Figure 2-38 lists pallet position

ment. These sidewall seats do not affect the cargo weight limitations.

Figure 2-35. C-17 Aircraft

Figure 2-36. C-17 Cargo Compartment Seating.
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Figure 2-37. Aeromed Configuration.

* Figure 2-38. C-17 Pallet Positions.
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Loading Guidance. The cargo area dimen-
sions in Table 2-6 are for general planning pur-
poses only (Figures 2-39 and 2-40):

The schematic in Figure 2-41 shows the fuse-
lage station numbers and cargo tie-down locations.

Rolling Stock Restrictions. The cargo floor is
a load-carrying structure across its whole width.
Vehicles can traverse its whole area and maneuver
freely during loading operations. In flight, single
40,000-pound axle loads or a combination of axles
weighing up to 40,000 pounds may be carried on
any continuous 42-inch longitudinal length of

cargo floor area between fuselage stations 577 and
1072. Figure 2-42 also shows the in-flight load
limits on other floor areas and on the ramps. The
capability of the ramps and floor is such that tanks
and other tracked vehicles weighing up to 129,000
pounds can be loaded and transported. Vehicles
whose height exceeds 142 inches will not be
planned forward of FS 971 (Figure 2-41). Vehicles
whose height exceeds 142 inches but less than 158
inches will be planned aft of FS 971 or must be
reduced to 142 inches.

Table 2-6. C-17 Cargo Area Dimensions.
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Figure 2-39. C-17 Cargo Compartment Height Dimensions.

L

Figure 2-40. C-17 Cargo Compartment Floor Dimensions.
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Figure 2-41. C-17 Schematic.
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Figure 2-42. Flight Limitations Chart.
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CHAPTER 3

CIVIL RESERVE AIR FLEET AIRCRAFT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter defines the Civil Reserve Air
Fleet (CRAF) program and describes selected
civilian aircraft for planning purposes. CRAF is a
program that uses commercial aircraft support
capabilities of select US civil air carriers to rapidly
augment organic military airlift forces during
crises. CRAF combines commercial cargo and
passenger long-range and short-range airlift
capability to meet emergency airlift requirements.
The number of CRAF aircraft changes monthly
based on contract negotiations.

CRAF can be activated in three stages:

• Stage I may be activated by the
USTRANSCOM commander in chief to
provide responsive support during a com-
mitted expansion of airlift capability.
Peacetime procedures remain in effect.
This stage is only an expansion of airlift
capability contractually committed to call-up
Carriers have 24 hours to make aircraft
available for missions.

•  Stage II provides additional airlift to sup-
port an airlift emergency. This stage
increases the capability more than Stage I
without resorting to full mobilization. The
Secretary of Defense has activation
authority for this stage. As with Stage I,
carriers have 24 hours to make aircraft
available.

• Stage III provides the total CRAF
capability for major military emergencies
warranting a full mobilization of US forces.
The Secretary of Defense issues the order
to activate CRAF Stage III only after the
President or Congress declares a national
emergency. Carriers have 48 hours to make
aircraft available.

LOAD PLANNING FOR CRAF AIRCRAFT

Unlike standardized military cargo aircraft,
civilian airframes vary widely. It is not uncommon
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for the same type, model, and series of civil aircraft
to vary greatly depending on the carrier’s needs.
All CRAF aircraft need some modification before
military vehicles and equipment can be loaded and
transported on them. See Table 3-1 for examples
of CRAF aircraft capabilities. For more in-depth
guidance on type, model, and series capabilities,
consult Air Mobility Command Pamphlet
(AMCP) 55-41, Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)
Load Planning Guide. Units may obtain a copy
of AMCP 55-41 from –

FORSCOM:
Commander, US Army Forces Command
ATTN: Publications Stock Room
Building 208
Fort Gillem, Forest Park, GA 30050-5000

EUCOM:
Commander, EUCOM
ATTN: 1st TMCA
APO New York 09451-0127

TRADOC:
Commander, US Army Training and Doctrine
Command
ATTN: ATPL-TT
Fort Monroe, VA 23651-5000

WESTCOM:
Commander, US Army, Pacific
ATTN: APLG-TR
Fort Shafter, HI 96858-5100

Other Units:
HQ AMC/SCIPPD
Scott Air Force Base, IL 62225-5441

During total mobilization, as much as 95 per-
cent of all troops deployed are likely to use a
civilian aircraft for strategic deployment. In a
national emergency, military airlift may be in
very short supply, and Air Force aircraft will
carry large vehicles and equipment. Planning
must include flexibility for maximum use of
civilian aircraft. During Operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm, CRAF was activated
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for the first time and successfully supported the
United States deployment and sustainment to
Southwest Asia.

Table 3-1. Examples of Available CRAF
Assets

Problems associated with loading CRAF
aircraft are not usually encountered in loading
military aircraft. The cargo compartment of a
B-747, for example, is 16 feet above ground level
(AGL). Standard military materials-handling equip
ment cannot be used to load the aircraft. Like the
floors of the KC-10, the floors of all civilian aircraft
are not strong enough to withstand the ground pres-
sure of vehicles. A subfloor of 463L pallets must be
installed before loading any vehicles. Despite sub-
flooring, any vehicle heavier than a 2 1/2-ton truck
cannot be loaded onto most civilian aircraft. Pallet
stations may also have weight restrictions, and plan-
ners must adjust loads (see AMCP 55-41).

The roller/restraint systems in most civilian
aircraft will accept a military 463L pallet, but on most
of those aircraft, the rails must be moved before the
pallets can be loaded. Height restrictions are also
critical. Differences in fuselage configurations will
cause pallet load heights to vary, especially in the
lower lobes of wide-body aircraft. Review the
fuselage cross sections in Figure 3-1 or refer to
AMCP 55-41 before planning pallet loads on civilian
cargo aircraft.

Figure 3-1. CRAF Pallet Profiles (Measurement Taken from Pallet Surfaces).
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The width of selected cargo doors may also
be restrictive. Except for some B-747 models
with ramps, vehicles cannot be driven onto the
aircraft as doors on the fuselage sides are rela-
tively small.

Lower lobe\compartment baggage containers
normally are not desirable for contingency deploy-
ment because of specialized MHE required for
loading and unloading Experience has shown that
it is often more efficient to handload baggage into
the aircraft whose cargo doors are too narrow for
baggage pallets. Planners should note that moving
units will require additional assistance for manual
uploading. The use of commercial baggage con-
tainers normally requires that the loading of bags
be delayed until the aircraft arrives at the loading
location and that specialized MHE be brought to
load the containers. However, in the event that
commercial baggage containers are used, the
carrier will be responsible for providing the
appropriate containers. There are instructions
in each of the aircraft sections of AMCP 55-41.
Figure 3-2 shows the commercial containers avail-
able for use on civil air carriers.

Restraining the cargo once it is aboard the
aircraft is another problem. When a pallet sub-
floor is installed before loading military vehicles,
tie-down devices must be applied according to the
limits of the pallet. The restraint criteria for
civilian aircraft differ from that for Air Force
aircraft (see Chapter 7). CRAF criteria are —

• Forward: 1.5 times the force of gravity (g).

• Aft: 1.5 g’s.

• Vertical: 2.0 g’s.

• Lateral: 1.5 g’s.

Since the rings on a 463L pallet are too
small to accept an MB-2 (25,000-pound) tie-
down device, vehicles can be restrained only
with MB-1 (10,000-pound) devices and
CGU-1/B (5,000-pound) cargo straps.

Despite these loading problems, CRAF
aircraft are a productive and necessary part of
airlift planning. The aircraft characteristics and
planning data in this manual for each civil aircraft
should make planning easier. The use of civil
aircraft must be closely coordinated through the
affiliated AMC TALCE.
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B-707

The B-707 is a four-engine, long-range,
narrow-body aircraft (Figure 3-3). It can
carry approximately 90,000 pounds of cargo or
142 passengers.

The main deck of the B-707 can carry 13
463L pallets. When 108-inch pallets are loaded,
a flip-up rail 17 inches from the left side cargo rail
is positioned to receive the pallet. The aft-most
pallet must have the 88-inch side facing the
front/aft section of the cargo compartment. All
military cargo on the main deck will be palletized
or loaded on a palletized subfloor. The side door
to the main deck is about 10 feet AGL; therefore,
items can be loaded with selected standard military
MHE (not by the 25K TAC loader).

The lower deck has a forward compartment
(Figure 3-4). One door leads to the forward com-
partment, and two doors lead to the aft compart-
ment. The lower compartments in this
narrow-body aircraft have a rounded belly and
cannot be loaded with pallets. The compartments
normally are loaded with small, hand-transportable
cargo items or baggage. These items may be
loaded directly onto the floor of the B-707 or into
commercial baggage containers.

NOTE: The B-707 may possibly settle on
its tail section if improperly loaded. Since
the aft section of the main deck normally
is loaded first, about 5,000 pounds of
cargo must be placed in pallet position 1
before loading the rest of the main deck.

As with most commercial aircraft, loading the
lower lobe forward compartment is preferred
before loading the aft compartment. If there is a
notable weight difference, the heavier cargo
should be placed in the forward compartment.

B-747

The B-747 is a wide-body aircraft flown in
passenger or cargo configurations (Figure 3-5).
The B-747 is normally contracted to carry 364 to
461 passengers (Figure 3-6) or 42 pallet positions
(Figure 3-7) at 180,000-pounds ACL. The actual
passenger or cargo maximum capability may be
higher, based on the series and the individual
aircraft configuration.
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Figure 3-2 Lower Lobe Cargo Containers.
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Figure 3-3. B-707.

Figure 3-4. B-707-300 Lower Lobe.

Figure 3-5. B-747.
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Figure 3-6. B-747 Typical Seating Arrangements.
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Figure 3-7. B-747 Maximum Weight Table, 33 Pallet
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The main deck of the B-747 can be configured
for a 33 or 37 military pallet configuration.  The 33
pallet configuration is required for mixed loads or
loads made up entirely of rolling stock. All military
cargo on the main deck will be palletized or placed
on a palletized subfloor.

The B-747-100F has side door only loading for
the main cargo area. The B-747-200C may have
visor door only loading or both visor and side door
loading for the main deck. The B-747-200F has a
nose cargo door with an optional side cargo door.
The visor and side doors are about 16 feet AGL
and require other than standard military MHE.

The upper area directly behind the crew com-
partment may be included for military planning
purposes for passengers on a select basis. Seating
availability (0 to 32) depends on the model and
configuration.

The lower deck or lobe has three sections.
The forward lower lobe can carry five military or
commercial pallets; the center lower lobe, four
military or commercial pallets; and the lower lobe
aft bulk area, approximately 800 cubic feet of bulk
cargo. The lower lobes can also carry eight full-
sized cargo containers (186 by 60.5 by 64 inches) in
the forward section and seven in the aft section. A
removable net separates the bulk cargo area from
the lower lobe aft compartment.

CAUTION

No hazardous cargo or equipment can be
placed in the center lower lobe or aft bulk
compartment. These compartments are
inaccessible during flight.

Cargo capabilities vary. Refer to the specific
aircraft series. For general planning purposes, refer
to Figure 3-7 for pallet weight limitations. For the
forward and aft Iower lobes, cargo must be palletized
put on a pallet subfloor, or containerized. The bulk
area is normally used for baggage or light cargo and
therefore would not require a subfloor.

The lower lobes normally have rails ready to
accept a commercial pallet. If the rails cannot be
readily converted to accept a 463L pallet, laterally
restrain the pallet by securing it with a chain bridle
to the left rail. Secure cargo with straps or chains.
Installing end locks provides forward, aft, and
vertical restraint.

DC-8

The DC-8 is a four-engine, long-range, nar-
row-body aircraft (Figure 3-8). It can carry 165 to
252 passengers or up to 110,000 pounds of cargo.
Variations depend on aircraft series, spacing of the
seats (Figure 3-9), and individual aircraft con-
figurations. The main deck of the DC-8 can receive
from 14 to 18 military 463L pallets (Figure 3-10)
depending on the aircraft series.

The aircraft rail system can accept 125-inch-wide
commercial or 108-inch-wide military pallets.
Both side cargo rails may be moved inboard
8.5 inches to allow centerline loading of the
108-inch military pallet and the 125-inch com-
mercial pallet in the same load. The aft-most
pallet must have the 88-inch side facing the front
or aft section of the cargo compartment.

All military cargo on the main deck will be
palletized or placed on a palletized subfloor. For
general planning purposes, use the maximum
weight limitations in Figure 3-10. The side door to
the main deck is about 11 feet AGL; therefore,
standard military MHE (except the TAC loader)
can load items on the main deck.

The lower lobes (Figure 3-11) have a lower for-
ward compartment, a lower aft compartment, but no
aft bulk cargo area. The size of the compartments
varies according to the series. The forward and aft
lower compartments have two cargo doors into
each compartment (except for the DC-8-33, which
has only one door to each compartment).

Because of door restrictions, pallets cannot be
used as a subfloor. Therefore, the lower compart-
ments are usually loaded with small hand-
transportable cargo items or baggage.

NOTE: The cargo version DC-8 may set-
tle on its tail section if loaded improperly.
Before loading the main cargo compart-
ment, position about 5,000 pounds of
cargo in the forward area of the main
deck, pallet position 1, or in the forward
lower compartment.

For passenger aircraft, 40 percent of the bag-
gage weight should be in the forward lower com-
partments and 60 percent in the aft lower
compartments. As with most commercial aircraft,
loading the lower forward compartment before
loading the aft compartment is preferred.
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Figure 3-8. DC-8.
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Figure 3-9. DC-8 Typical Passenger Arrangement.
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Figure 3-10. DC-8 Main Deck and Maximum Pallet Weights.
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Figure 3-11. DC-8 Lower Lobes.
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DC-10

The DC-10 is a wide-body tri-jet aircraft
(Figure 3-12). It can carry 380 passengers
(Figure 3-13) or 176,000 pounds of cargo. The
actual passenger and cargo capability varies based
on aircraft series and configuration.

The main deck of the DC-10 can hold 30
military 463L pallets. All military cargo on the
main deck must be palletized or placed on a pal-
letized subfloor. For general planning purposes,
use the maximum weight limitations in Figure 3-14.
The side door to the main deck is about 16 feet
AGL and therefore requires other than standard
military MHE.

The DC-10 has three lower lobe compart-
ments (Figure 3-15). The forward lower lobe has
a solid floor. Either 1,300 or 3,045 cubic feet are
available, depending on the galley location either
up or down. Some aircraft have 463L pallet
capability, depending on the cargo door size
(Figure 3-16). The center lower lobe has a solid
floor. It has either the standard 1,550-cubic feet
capability or the extended center lower lobe of
1,935-cubic feet capability. The aft bulk compart-
ment has a solid floor. Most DC-10s have the
standard 805-cubic feet capability. If the center
lower lobe is extended, the aft bulk compartment
is 510 cubic feet.

For passenger DC-10s, start loading baggage
in the aft bulk compartment, then the center lower
lobe, and finally the aft section of the forward lower
lobe. For cargo aircraft, load bulk cargo desig-
nated for the forward lower lobe first, then pallet
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positions 1 left and 1 right on the main deck, and
finally the remainder of the main deck from the aft
section forward and the center lower lobe/aft bulk
compartment.

L-1011

The L-1011 is a long-range, wide-body, tri-jet
passenger aircraft (Figure 3-17). Only the pas-
senger model is now available for military use. The
L-1011 is normally configured to carry 246 to 330
passengers. Variations on passenger seating
availability depends on the aircraft series, the loca-
tion of the galley, and spacing requirements of the
seats (Figure 3-18).

The lower lobe (Figure 3-19) has a forward
compartment, a center compartment, and an aft
bulk loading compartment, each with a single door.
The size of these compartments and access doors
varies with aircraft model and series. The L-1011-100
has the galley either in the lower lobe or in the main
deck cabin.

The L-1011 has no restraint mechanisms to
secure 463L pallets. Plan to bulk load or use LD-3
containers (Figure 3-2) in all applicable compartments.

The L-1011 forward lower lobe can accom-
modate either 8, 12, or 16 LD-3 containers
(Figures 3-20 and 3-21), depending on the model
series and storage configuration for small-density
cargo and passenger baggage. The center lower
lobe can accommodate either 7 or 8 LD-3 con-
tainers, depending on the model series and con-
figuration. The aft bulk compartment is limited to
bulk cargo/baggage only. 

Figure 3-12. DC-10.
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Figure 3-13. DC-10 Typical Seating Arrangement. 
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Figure 3-14. DC-10 Maximum Pallet Weights and Main Deck Loading Information.
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Figure 3-15. DC-10 Lower Lobes.
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Figure 3-16. DC-10 Side Door Dimensions/Cargo Restrictions.
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Figure 3-17.  L1011.
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Figure 3-18. L-1011 Typical Seating Arrangements.
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Figure 3-19. L-1011 Lower Lobes.
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Figure 3-20. L-1011 (with Main Deck Galley) Baggage Containers.
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Figure 3-21. L-1011 (with Lower Lobe Galley) Baggage Container.
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CHAPTER 4

UNIT AIR MOVEMENT PLANNING GUIDELINES AND
CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides guidelines and con-
siderations to assist the airload planner with the
building of a unit movement plan based on the
commander’s guidance and determination of a tac-
tical or nontactical move.

AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS

There are two distinct phases in planning unit
movement loads. The first is load planning and the
second is manifesting. During the load planning
phase, the unit identifies what the airlift require-
ments are in terms of equipment and personnel.
For equipment and personnel preparation, refer to
Appendix B. The unit also identifies how many
aircraft of each type to use. This phase may be
repeated many times to refine the movement or to
reduce the total aircraft requirement. During the
second phase, load planners complete the final
load plan and cargo manifests. The final load plans
may differ from the preplanned ones because of
changes in unit movement priorities, aircraft
scheduling, or equipment.

The first phase identifies the overall require-
ment in terms of unit equipment and number and
type of aircraft. The second phase lets the unit
prioritize the movement requirement based on
the operational conditions existing at the time of
movement.

The unit standing operating procedure (SOP)
should specify the order in which personnel, equip-
ment, and materiel will move by air. Planning
guidance from higher headquarters will indicate
the type of aircraft available for the movement.

Based on this information, the load planner
determines and requests the number of sorties, by
type of aircraft, required to complete the move. To
plan the airlift movement itself, first identify
exactly how many personnel and what equipment
will move. Second, be aware of the characteristics
of the aircraft that will carry the load.

Chapters 2 and 3 provide specific details on
aircraft. Technical assistance may be obtained
through the supporting airlift wing or through your
affiliated ALCS.

Before submitting the request for aircraft,
ensure that each aircraft will be used to its maxi-
mum capability based on the information that has
been developed, including applicable allowable
cabin loads and available passenger seats. When
ACL and passenger seat availability are not known,
use the data in Chapter 2 for advance planning. but
remain prepared to make adjustments.

There are three methods of determining
aircraft (sortie) requirements. They are the weight
method, the type-load method (both manual), and
the Automated Air Load Planning System
(AALPS) process.

Weight Method

Use the weight method to calculate sortie
requirements to transport large amounts of sup-
plies, general cargo, and personnel. This method
is based on the assumption that total weight, not
volume, is the determining factor. To give a
general idea of aircraft requirements for a planned
move, high-level planners use the weight method.

Type-Load Method

In any unit air movement, a number of the
aircraft loads will contain the same items of
equipment and numbers of personnel. Identical
type loads greatly simplify the planning process
and make the tasks of manifesting and rehearsal
much easier. Used for calculating individual
aircraft sortie requirements, the type-load
method is the most common and most widely
accepted method of unit air movement planning.
The method requires consideration of load con-
figuration and condition upon arrival at destina-
tion, rapid unloading, aircraft limitations, security
requirements en route, and the anticipated opera-
tional requirements. The type-load method,
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therefore, is more detailed and is normally used in
planning unit movements.

Automated Air Load Planning System

AALPS uses the type-load method and
through automation allows the user to manipulate
the data base to build different force packages and
options for timely decision making. See Chapter 5
for more information on AALPS.

AIR MOVEMENT PLANNING WORKSHEETS

Two forms used for unit air movement plan-
ning are the Air Movement Planning Worksheet
and DD Form 2327 (Unit Aircraft Utilization
Plan). This manual discusses the Air Movement
Planning Worksheet, which is found in Appendix C.
DD Form 2327 is explained in detail in Appendix B
of FM 55-12.

Air movement planning is an important task
that requires close attention to detail and an ability
to carefully balance requirements, assets, and
priorities. It is in effect a large accounting problem
with a series of checks and balances to ensure that
all equipment and personnel are moved on time
and that all the aircraft are used as the commander’s
intent directed.

The most important consideration before
starting air movement planning is the mission of
the unit when it arrives. Filling the aircraft to its
safe maximum operating limits is the next most
important consideration. Review all of the unit’s
contingency plans, and check with the unit com-
mander and the operations officer for additional
guidance. Frequently, the commander will have
specific mission requirements. The mission may
determine the type of aircraft used. If it is a short-
range mission with small amounts of heavy equip-
ment or an operation into a forward tactical area,
the C-130 aircraft may be the transport. A long-
distance deployment, with a large amount of heavy
equipment, could require use of the C-141 or C-5
aircraft.

Once the mission is known, movement plans
must include all units, personnel, equipment, and
materiel to accomplish the mission. Using infor-
mation in Chapter 5, load all the vehicles with as
much unit equipment as possible without exceed-
ing the cross-country weight capacity of the
vehicle. Ensure that all cargo is properly secured
in the cargo compartment of the vehicle. Measure
and weigh the vehicles after they are loaded.
Guidance for weighing and marking the vehicles is
in Appendix G of FM 55-12 and AR 220-10.
Review FM 55-65 for tactics, techniques, and pro-
cedures on how to load and lash vehicles.

Using the unit table of organization and equip-
ment/modification table of organization and
equipment (TOE/MTOE) as a guide, start the Air
Movement Planning Worksheet with the first ele-
ment. When planning a tactical move, maintain as
much unit integrity as is consistent with the prin-
ciples of aircraft use. Fill in the weight and dimen-
ion data, including the cargo weight of the vehicles
carrying cargo. Before going on to anything else,
complete the worksheet. Very rarely will the load
plan of the aircraft be in the same order in which
the elements appear on the Air Movement Plan-
ning Worksheet. See Appendix C for instructions
on how to complete this form.

Once  the  Ai r  Movement  P lann ing
Worksheet is completed, the next step is to
complete DD Form 2327. Refer to Appendix B
of FM 55-12 for complete guidance on filling out
this form.

The final step after completing the Unit Aircraft
Utilization Plan is to prepare the cargo manifests.
Using the DD Form 2130-series cargo manifest
forms (DD Form 2130-1 [C-5A/B], DD Form 2130-2
[C-130], and DD Form 2130-3 [C-141B]), plan the
placement of each vehicle and item of equipment.
Refer to Appendix B of FM 55-12 for complete
guidance on filling out these forms. Chapter 5
outlines the specific details for load planning of
individual aircraft.
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CHAPTER 5

BASICS OF AIRCRAFT LOAD PLANNING

INTRODUCTION

This chapter shows how to carefully plan an
air movement to ensure efficient use of the aircraft
before loading. It concentrates on the manual air
load planning method but also discusses automa-
tion. Air load planners must be proficient in man-
ual air load planning techniques before using
automated methods.

The following basic principles of load plan-
ning apply to any type of aircraft. Load planning—

•  Identifies the type of aircraft needed to
carry a load.

• Identifies the exact number of aircraft
needed to accomplish a particular mission.

•  Identifies in advance any additional required
loading aids to ensure availability at load
time. Aircraft ground time is minimized
when the unit is prepared to load.

• Helps the unit prioritize the movement of
cargo and personnel.

Many factors are considered in the load plan-
ning process. Primarily, the load planner must
ensure the safe and efficient use of the aircraft.
The load planner must comply with aircraft safety,
weight and balance, and floor load restrictions.
The load must be within an acceptable center of
balance condition for takeoff, flight, and landing.
The load planner must also consider the ease of
loading and unloading. Improper planning can re-
sult in excessive loading or unloading time or struc-
tural failure in flight or on landing. A load properly
planned and coordinated will go on the aircraft
quickly, safely, and with minimum difficulty.

LOAD PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Some basic considerations affect the aircraft
and aircraft stability. The following must be known
before any load planning can begin:

•  The aircraft critical leg allowable cabin load.

• The center of gravity range of the aircraft.

 •

 •

 •

 •

* • The placement of the cargo in the aircraft
so that the weight and balance check will
not require rearranging of the cargo. Usu-
ally the heaviest items of cargo are placed
in the aircraft CG area, with the lighter
items forward and aft. See Table 2-1 for CB
windows.

The location of the emergency exits. Cargo
should not block any passenger or emer-
gency door.

The location of the safety aisle. Cargo
should never obstruct the required safety
aisle that lets the crew move freely from the
front to the rear of the aircraft.

The cargo loading order. The cargo sched-
uled to be unloaded first is usually loaded
last.

The requirement for hazardous cargo
marking, documentation, and placement
within the aircraft. Each unit is responsible
for certification of hazardous material and
specific packaging requirements according
to TM 38-250.

Other load planning considerations relate di-
rectly to the deploying unit: its mission and the
expected scheme of operation upon arrival at des-
tination. FM 55-12 details planning considerations
and responsibilities.

TYPES OF LOADS

Aircraft loading is generally categorized into
two types: concentrated loading and palletized
loading.

Concentrated Loading

Concentrated loads are very large or heavy
items, such as vehicles, tanks, or construction
equipment. The precise station location on which
the cargo is to be placed inside the aircraft must be
computed. To properly place the cargo on a spec-
ified station, the cargo item must be marked with
the correct center of balance. Since station
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computations enter into this method of loading, it
is also called station loading.

Palletized Loading

The entire aircraft load generally consists of
preloaded 463L pallets, properly secured and
ready for flight. The center of each pallet is its
center of balance unless the pallet is marked oth-
erwise. The 463L restraint rail system positions
and secures the pallets in the aircraft. See Appen-
dix D for more information on the 463L cargo
system.

AIRCRAFT LOADING DATA

The unit load planner must be familiar with
the loading rules and limitations for each aircraft.
General rules that apply to all aircraft follow:

•  Plan to move general bulk cargo, such as
boxes or crates, on the back of cargo-carry-
ing trucks or trailers. Stacked bulk cargo
should not exceed the reduced configura-
tion height of the cargo-carrying vehicle
according to TB 55-46-1. Ensure vehicle
weights used for load planning include the
weight of the cargo.

•  Secure all general bulk cargo with a mini-
mum of 1/2-inch diameter rope. Hemp
rope is recommended; nylon is not author-
ized.

•   Use only forklifts rated at a lifting capacity
equal to or greater than the cargo being
loaded. Normally, 10K forklifts, all ter-
rain/rough terrain (AT/RT), are used.

•   Use forklifts with a minimum tine length of
72 inches to avoid dropping or damaging
the 463L pallet.

•   Use a minimum of 3/4-inch shoring when
loading tracked vehicles with metal cleats,
studs, or other gripping devices that will
damage the aircraft floor. See Chapter 6
for more information on shoring.

•   Do not deflate vehicle tires to achieve vehi-
cle height clearance to fit within the aircraft
loading envelope.

•   Treat tires with over 100 psi as hard rubber
tires; consider floor limitations.

•  Do not use the book weight or item data
cards for weight and balance purposes dur-
ing actual airlift. Use the actual scale
weight.

*Another consideration when planning loads
for the C-130, C-141, and C-17 is that neither has
a separate troop compartment. Therefore, when
planning troop movements, cargo-carrying capac-
ity is sacrificed. The cargo load restricts the num-
ber of troops that can be carried. The following
general rules apply to the use of sidewall seats
when planning nonpalletized cargo on the C-130,
C-141, and C-17:

* •

* •

*•

Cargo widths up to 76 inches for the C-130,
up to 80 inches for the C-141, and up to 156
inches for the C-17 - may carry troops on
both sides of the cargo. Centerline load the
cargo in the aircraft.

Cargo widths of 77 inches to 96 inches for
the C-130, 81 inches to 96 inches for the
C-141, and 157 inches to 192 inches for the
C-17 - may carry troops on one side of the
cargo only. Cargo will be offset to the right
side of the cargo compartment.

Cargo widths over 96 inches for the C-130,
C-141, and over 192 inches for the C-17 - no
troops will be seated beside the cargo.
Centerline load the cargo in the aircraft.

PRINCIPLES OF MOMENT

To understand center of balance considera-
tions, it is necessary to understand the principles
of moment. Moment is simply the product of a
force (or weight) times the distance from the ref-
erence datum line. The distance used to calculate
a moment is the arm, which is expressed in inches.
To calculate moment, a force (or weight) and dis-
tance must be known. The distance is measured
from some known point (reference point or refer-
ence datum) to the point throughout which the
force acts. Moment is meaningless unless the ref-
erence point about which the moment is calculated
is specified.

There are three items used in weight and bal-
ance calculations: moment, weight, and arm. The
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Figure 5-1. Moment—Weight—Arm Triangle.

relationship of these items can be shown by arrang-
ing them in a mathematical triangle (Figure 5-l).

Perhaps the simplest way to explain this is to
look at a child’s seesaw: A heavy board is placed
across a fixed support about which the board bal-
ances (fulcrum). When there are two different size
children riding the seesaw, they use their skill or
intuition to make it operate properly. They do this
by compensating with distance: the heavier child
sits closer to the fulcrum and the lighter child sits
farther away from the fulcrum.

EXAMPLE 1:

Look at Figure 5-2. A board is perfectly bal-
anced with a 30-pound weight on one end and a
60-pound weight on the other. This example shows
that the influence of weight depends directly on its
distance from the fulcrum. For balance to exist, the
weight must be distributed so the leverages or turn-
ing effects are the same on each side of the fulcrum.
Note that the heavyweight near the fulcrum has the

Figure 5-2. Example 1, Balanced Board.

same effect as a lighter weight farther from the
fulcrum.

To prove mathematically that the seesaw
board is balanced, apply the formula in Figure 5-1
to determine whether or not the moments applied
to each side of the fulcrum are equal.

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

W = 30 pounds W = 60 pounds

A = 100 inches A = 50 inches

M = W x A M = W x A

= 30 x 100 = 60 x 50

= 3,000 inch-pounds = 3,000 inch-pounds

Substituting the values from the above
example into the formula shows that each side
has a moment of 3,000, and the seesaw board is
perfectly balanced.

EXAMPLE 2:

If the fulcrum is unknown with the same seesaw
board and the same weights as in Example 1, the
problem is to determine the location of the ful-
crum, or the CB, To find the fulcrum, apply the
same formula described in Example 1, but first
measure some distances (arm) to find the ap-
propriate moment for each weight. To measure the
distance, a specific known starting or reference
point is needed. These measurements may be
made from any point, but in this example, the left

Figure 5-3. Example 2, Unknown Balance
Point.

end of the seesaw board will be the reference point
or reference datum (Figure 5-3).

Assume the distance for each of the weights
on the seesaw board from the RD line measured 20
and 170 inches respectively. Note that the
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distances are measured from the RD to the center
of mass or CB of each of the weights. Using the
same formula again, compute the moment:

Weight x Arm = Moment

30 x 20 = 600 inch-pounds

60 x 170 = 10,200 inch-pounds

90 10,800 inch-pounds

Add the weights and the moments (inch-
pounds) as shown above. Now, to find the distance
to the center of balance (fulcrum) in this example,
divide the total moment by total weight.

Total Moment            10,800  Arm or  = 120 inches
Total Weight 90

Therefore, the center of balance (fulcrum) of
this seesaw board is 120 inches from the RD line
(Figure 5-4).

Figure 5-4. Example 2, Balanced Board.

Again to prove mathematically that each
side of the seesaw board is subjected to the same
moment, and therefore is balanced, calculate as
follows:

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

A = 120 – 20 A = 170 – 120

= 100 = 50

M = W x A M = W x A

= 30 x100 = 60 x 50

= 3,000 inch-pounds = 3,000 inch-pounds

Since the same moment or leverage
(3,000 inch-pounds) is applied to each side, the
seesaw board is balanced.

LOAD CENTER OF BALANCE

In some older publications, the term center of
gravity or CG is widely used with aircraft loads
(cargo). This term is the same as load or cargo
center of balance. Since balance of the aircraft is
mainly affected by weight variations along the lon-
gitudinal axis of the cargo inside the aircraft, the
term center of balance more appropriately refers
to the balance point of items of cargo or equipment
that go into the aircraft.

For general cargo center of balance computa-
tion and vehicle center of balance computation,
refer to Appendix G of FM 55-12.

For load center of balance computation, de-
cide what goes on each aircraft; then compute
the total load weight and balance to ensure that
the load is within aircraft limits. To do this, know
the—

• Weight of each vehicle or piece of
equipment.

• Fuselage station CB of each vehicle or
piece of equipment as it is located within an
aircraft.

• Total cargo center of balance limitations
range of the aircraft.

The formula to find the load CB is the same as
described in the previous two examples. To find
the arm, the final CB of the loaded aircraft, add all
the weights and moments of the cargo. Then divide
the total moment by the total weight to get the final
CB (Figure 5-l). If that CB is within limits (CB
limitation range) for that aircraft, the load is
acceptable.  If the CB is not within CB limits of the
aircraft, then move or resequence some of the
cargo items and recalculate.

EXAMPLE:

A C-141B load with the weights and fuselage
stations shown in Table 5-1 has been developed.

*The final CB of this aircraft load is 940. The
cargo load center of balance limits (floating win-
dow) is in Table 2-1. The CB limits of a C-141B
with a 50,000-pound cargo load is from 880 to 950.
So this load is acceptable and will not endanger the
aircraft.
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Table 5-1. Example C-141B Load.

On most aircraft loads, personnel weight and The development of an aircraft load requires
arm must be included in the aircraft load computa- precision and a knowledge of the principles of center
tion. Personnel should be seated all together
(rarely will all available seats be filled) and their
CB should be figured from the fuselage station
closest to the center of the mass.

Whenever possible, seat personnel in directly
opposite seats. If personnel seats are staggered on
either side of the aircraft or in no particular pat-
tern the CB of each group must be included. The
closer together personnel are seated in the aircraft,
the fewer computations must be done to determine
the aircraft CB.

Loaded pallets do not need a separate CB
measurement and marking unless they are of
unusual configuration. The loaded pallet must be
part of the load CB computation, but the fuselage
stations for the pallets are identified in the aircraft
and along the top of the DD Form 2130-series cargo
manifest forms. Pallets should not be placed on any
other fuselage station except those so identified.

PLACEMENT OF AIRCRAFT LOADS

Load Planning

Boxes, crates, pallets, and other relatively
small items are easy to load into an aircraft but still
require a plan on how and where they should be
placed inside the aircraft. Wheeled vehicles,
trailers, tracked vehicles, and other large equip-
ment require much greater planning effort.

of gravity and balance. Once these principles are
understood, aircraft loads can be easily and quickly
planned without complicated mathematics.

Place the center of balance of the heaviest
item at the optimum CG station of the aircraft.
Place the next heaviest item forward of the first
item, the third item aft of the first, and so on. This
is the pyramid method of loading. It is used to
quickly plan the placement of vehicles and other
heavy equipment onto the aircraft. One exception
to this method is trailers with prime movers. Keep
the associated trailer connected to its prime mover
for ease of unloading.

Verify the estimated plan after deciding the
fuselage station on which to place the equipment.
Using this method, together with the templates of
the aircraft plans, aircraft loads can be quickly
changed or reconfigured without time-consuming
figuring.

Templates

The best way to plan load placement manually
is to obtain templates of all the vehicles and equip-
ment in the unit. Figure 5-5 shows some sample
equipment templates and their placement on a
cargo manifest. See Appendix E for more informa-
tion on templates.
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Figure 5-5. Sample Equipment Templates.
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Loading Procedures

A large variety of cargo and equipment can be
transported by aircraft. Thus, a variety of loading
techniques is possible. The ultimate decision of
how cargo is to be loaded and positioned aboard
an aircraft is an Air Force responsibility, specifi-
cally, the aircraft loadmaster. The deploying unit
normally does the loading, assisted as necessary by
the Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Group
(A/DACG) personnel and equipment. However,
prior planning is the key. Aircraft load planning is
the moving unit’s responsibility.

The 55-series transportability technical bul-
letins provide guidance on loading specific items
of equipment or systems. TB 55-45 is an authenti-
cated source of information regarding military
equipment certified for transport in Air Force and
CRAF aircraft. It also helps as a reference for air
movement planning and operations at all levels of
command. TB 55-46-1 and -2 (microfiche) define
vehicle dimensions and weights for all Army equip-
ment in operational and reduced (shipping) con-
figuration. All deployment planners should refer
to these publications during unit deployment
planning.

NOTE:  In executing unit deployments,
actual dimensions and weights must be
used.

Follow the prescribed procedures for loading
a particular item of equipment. If there are any
problems, the loadmaster assigned to the aircraft
is the final authority for solving them. Depending
on the type of cargo or equipment to be loaded,
there may be more than one single method to use.
Some of the loading methods follow.

Direct Loading from Vehicles. A vehicle
delivers cargo directly to the aircraft. The vehicle
is positioned close to the aircraft ramp door, per-
mitting direct transfer of the cargo from the vehicle
to the aircraft cargo compartment.

Drive-in/Drive-off Method. The vehicle or
prime mover is driven or backed under its own
power into the aircraft cargo compartment. This
method is generally the easiest for loading vehicles
and is also used for vehicles with towed loads and
for tractor-trailer units.

Towed Loads. Certain loads, such as trailers,
must be towed or backed aboard the aircraft either
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by a prime mover or by manhandling. If the towed
load remains with the prime mover aboard the
aircraft, the trailer may or may not remain hitched
to the prime mover inside the aircraft. To conserve
space, the trailer may be uncoupled. In that case,
the tongue is normally lowered on the aircraft floor
under the prime mover and placed on parking
shoring.

NOTE: Take care to ensure that proper
shoring is placed under the tongue to
prevent damage to the aircraft floor.

Pushed Loads. Some loads may be pushed
aboard the aircraft either by manhandling or by a
pusher vehicle. This method is particularly help-
ful in pushing large trailers aboard the aircraft
because the driver can more easily control the
operation. A pusher vehicle must be equipped
with a pintle hook that is attached to the front
bumper of the vehicle. Standard Army vehicles are
not equipped with such devices. A unit may have
to fabricate one, using scrap iron and a salvaged
pintle hook. See Appendix D for more information
on pusher vehicles.

Winched Loads. It maybe necessary to winch
wheeled or tracked vehicles and skid-mounted or
palletized cargo into the aircraft cargo compart-
ment. The winching method is particularly useful
where cargo compartment clearances and ramp
inclines are critical. The winch is also used to
unload cargo or vehicles; it provides necessary
restraint and control when the cargo is moved
down the aircraft ramp.

Airdrop and Low Altitude Parachute Extrac-
tion System (LAPES). For information on
LAPES, see FM 100-27.

Loads that Require Materials-Handling
Equipment. Several devices are available to
ensure rapid loading and unloading of aircraft.
Common loading aids provided by the Air Force
are the various K loaders (25K, 25K tactical [TAC],
and 40 K). The 25K loader can accommodate up to
three 463L cargo pallets and can carry a maximum
of 25,000 pounds. With front and rear extensions
installed, the 25K TAC loader can accommodate
up to five 463L cargo pallets and can carry a max-
imum of 25,000 pounds off hard surfaces and
35,000 pounds on hard surfaces. The 40K can
accommodate up to five 463L cargo pallets and can
carry a maximum of 40,000 pounds. All three are
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air- and surface-transportable. In addition to the
K loaders, 6,000- and 10,000-pound capacity
forklifts supplied by the deploying unit or
DACG/TALCE can be used to handle single 463L
pallets. See Appendix F for more information on
MHE.

AUTOMATION

There are two automated systems available
to the airload planner. They are the Automated
Air Load Planning System (AALPS) and the
Computer-Aided Load Manifesting System
(CALM).

AALPS

AALPS is an Army-fielded automated airload
planning system that supports deliberate planning
and execution phases of air movement as well as
force design and analysis. It is currently fielded as
a prototype on the Sun 3/140 microcomputer. In
FY 93, AALPS software will be converted to a
hardware platform based on the 80386/80486
microprocessor and the Unix operating system. In
FY 94, it will interface with the Transportation
Coordinator-Automated Command and Control
Information System (TC-ACCIS) and become a
stand-alone module of TC-ACCIS.

AALPS applies to at least three levels of
functional users: the unit movement officer
(UMO), the deployment planner, and the contin-
gency planner/force designer. AALPS provides
“first cut” load plans and the ability to
edit/modify those loads for actual deployment.
AALPS supports the deployment planner, usually
the division transportation officer (DTO), with
estimates of airlift requirements for deployment
lists and produces output such as load reports,
graphic manifests, and force closure estimates.
Contingency planners/force designers can deter-
mine airlift requirements for numerous force

options or packages for any delivery method and
configuration

Final fielding of AALPS as a module of
TC-ACCIS is scheduled for FY 94. Software
may become available as early as FY 93. Consult
the supporting installation transportation office
(ITO) or DTO for current status.

CALM

CALM is an Air Force-fielded automated
system used to load plan C-130, C-141, C-5, and
KC-10 aircraft. The system uses interactive
graphics to help the load planner produce and
complete cargo manifests.

CALM is a hard disk-based system requiring
a minimum of 2.5 megabytes of disk memory to
store the entire program. An additional
2.5 megabytes of disk storage space is recom-
mended to adequately utilize the capabilities of
the system. CALM runs on IBM-compatible com-
puters with a minimum of 640 kilobytes (KB) of
random access memory (RAM), a CGA or EGA
graphics card, a hard disk, one 5 1/4-inch floppy
disk drive, and a standard IBM AT keyboard with
10 function keys.

CALM software can normally be obtained
through the unit’s ITO or DTO. It normally con-
sists of five 5 1/4-inch floppy disks. An additional
graphics package, Graphics System Software
(GSS) IBM device drivers, Volume 11, is required
to run the CALM program. CALM versions newer
than 5.0 should no longer require a separate GSS
driver system because of different graphics
software technology.

Refer to AF Manual 28-346, Volume I/II, the
end user manual for CALM, for further informa-
tion. The Air Force Field Assistance Branch for
CALM may be contacted at DSN 596-5771 or com-
mercial (205) 416-5771.
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CHAPTER 6

LOAD SHORING

This chapter defines load shoring and assists
the load planner in determining when, where, and
how much to use. Organizations offering cargo for
air shipment must provide shoring. Shoring is lum-
ber, planking, or similar material used to protect
the aircraft cargo floor or 463L pallet surfaces. It
decreases the approach angle of aircraft ramps,
protects airport parking ramps, spreads weight
over a larger area, or keeps 463L pallets off the
ground. Shoring is very important. It can make the
difference between carrying or not carrying a given
piece of equipment or load.

Not all AMC aircraft have the same cargo
floor pressure limits. Consult your affiliated AMC

THE NEED FOR SHORING

Although shoring spreads out the weight of a
load, the weight of that load is not spread over
the entire surface of the shoring. Shoring only
increases the area over which a load rests at an
angle of 45 degrees from the load contact areas to
the surface on which the shoring rests.

Shoring only increases the area of contact by
the shoring thickness on all sides of the object
resting on it (Figure 6-1). For example, a 2-inch
shoring thickness increases the area of contract by
2 inches on all sides of the item resting on it
provided the shoring extends at least 2 inches out-
ward around the item being shored. The spreading
effect of simple shoring is the same regardless of

ALCS for specific loading guidance and remain the shape of the area of contact.
flexible.

Figure 6-1. Weight Spreading Effect of Shoring.
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To determine how much shoring to use for a
given load, compare the area of contact between
the load and the shoring to the area of contact
between the shoring and the aircraft cargo floor.
To calculate the contact area of rectangular loads,
multiply the width of the item by its length.

Assume that a plank is 2 inches thick. A box
resting on it is 12 inches long by 6 inches wide. The
area of contact between the box and the plank is
6 times 12 inches, or 72 square inches. Extend
imaginary planes down and out from the edges
of the bottom of the box through the plank at
45-degree angles. Where these imaginary planes
meet the cargo floor, the area of contact will be 10
times 16 inches, or 160 square inches (Figure 6-2).

In this case, the area of contact has increased
by 122 percent, or more than doubled. When
2-inch-thick shoring is used, the area over which
the load is distrubuted is enlarged by a 2-inch bor-
der all around the area of contact of the load and
the shoring. This border is as wide as the shoring
is thick. If the shoring is 1 inch thick, the load
bearing border added is 1 inch wide; if the shoring
is 3 inches thick, the load bearing border added is
3 inches wide, and so on. Generally, using shoring
thicker than 4 inches is not practical. The relation
between the width of the border and the thickness

TYPES OF SHORING

There are three main types of shoring which
are named for the way they are used to protect the
aircraft cargo floor. They are rolling shoring, park-
ing shoring, and sleeper shoring. All other non-
specific types of shoring are considered special
shoring.

Rolling Shoring

Use rolling shoring to protect airport parking
ramps and the loading ramps and cargo floor of the
aircraft from damage. This type of shoring is used
to protect surfaces from damage when moving a
vehicle across it (Figure 6-3).

The majority of vehicles shipped by air, such
as those with pneumatic tires, do not exceed weight
limitations and do not require rolling shoring.
However, vehicles with cleats, studs, or other grip-
ping devices and treads that allow concentrated
contact require rolling shoring. Cleated or lugged
wheels can easily damage the aircraft floor or soft
surfaces such as asphalt because the total weight of
the vehicle is transferred to the cleats or lugs.
Therefore, the weight is concentrated into a very
small area. Vehicles that allow concentrated con-
tact require rolling shoring thick enough to prevent
damage. See Chapter 2 for information on combat

of the shoring applies to all shoring. and construction vehicles.

Figure 6-2. Load Spreading Effect of Shoring.
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Figure 6-3. Example of Rolling Shoring.

*In all cases, the minimum thickness is 3/4 considerations regarding parking shoring should
inch. For cleated vehicles such as bulldozers, shor- be remembered when planning an airlift move-
ing shall be thick enough for the cleat or lugs to ment:
sinks into without contacting the cargo floor.
Movement personnel should always plan on rolling

 •

and parking shoring for tracked vehicles, even
those with new rubber pads. That tracked vehicle  •
may deploy with new track pads, but it will proba-
bly not redeploy with new ones. Any vehicle or
piece of equipment that requires rolling shoring to
load aboard the aircraft will also require parking
shoring.  •
Parking Shoring

Use parking shoring to protect the aircraft
floor from damage during flight (Figure 6-4). Any  •
vehicle requiring rolling shoring also requires
parking shoring. Each aircraft has specific floor
weight limitations that apply to wheeled and non-

 •

wheeled items of cargo. If the vehicle exceeds
these weight limitations, it must have parking shor-
ing before it may be transported by air. There is
no need to learn the mathematical process used to
calculate shoring requirements. But some general

The minimum thickness of parking shoring
is 3/4 inch.

Use parking shoring to protect the aircraft
floor or aircraft loading ramps from con-
centrated contact or metal-to-metal con-
tact, such as steel wheels and trailer tongue
supports and wheels.

Most pneumatic tires do not require park-
ing shoring. Those that do are usually very
narrow or heavy (over 5,000 pounds).

Always use parking shoring when rolling
shoring is required.

Always use parking shoring on 463L pallets
when the items have sharp edges or protru
sions that could damage the pallet’s alumi-
num surface. Contact the affiliated AMC
ALCS for guidance about specific vehicles
or aircraft limitations.
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Figure 6-4. Example of Parking Shoring.

Sleeper Shoring

Use sleeper shoring under the frame or
axle of any special-purpose vehicle, such as a
forklift, scoop loader, or grader, that weighs
over 20,000 pounds and has tires that are not
designed for highway travel. Depending on the
type of vehicle, sleeper shoring is placed between
the aircraft floor and a structured part of the
vehicle, such as the frame or axle (Figure 6-5).
This type of shoring prevents the vehicle horn
bouncing up and down and possibly pulling the
tie-down rings out of the aircraft floor. An aircraft
encountering turbulence during flight may cause
these vehicles to oscillate and place extreme forces
on the tie-down devices and tie-down points that
would exceed their rated capacities.

Special Shoring

Special shoring consists of approach shoring,
ramp pedestal shoring, bridge shoring, and other
nonspecific types of shoring.

Approach shoring has a specific application.
Use approach shoring to decrease the approach
angle of the aircraft loading ramps (Figure 6-6)
because some items of cargo will strike the aircraft
or ground during loading and unloading opera-
tions. Although there is no standard method to
calculate when and how much approach shoring to
use, most helicopters and many long vehicles that
have limited ground clearance, such as lowboys,
will require varying amounts of approach shoring.
Plan to transport any required approach shoring
aboard the same aircraft as the item that requires
the shoring.

Use ramp pedestal shoring with approach
shoring to adjust the height of the ramp to match
requirements of the approach shoring.

Use bridge shoring to take advantage of the
greater strength of the vehicle treadways of the
aircraft cargo floor. It allows heavy cargo to
be positioned between the treadways without
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overloading the center floor area. Shoring is first floor. Planks or beams are positioned on top of the
placed either lengthwise (nose to tail) or laterally shoring planks and form the bridge. The bridge
on the treadways (Figure 6-7). The position of must be strong enough that any sag under the load
the shoring on the treadways depends on the load is not readily apparent. When beams are used,
to be supported and the strength of the aircraft they should beat least as wide as they are thick.

Figure 6-5. Example of Sleeper Shoring.
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Figure 6-6. Examples of Approach Shoring..

Figure 6-7. Example of Bridge Shoring.

SIZE AND CONDITION OF SHORING

Each planned aircraft load will probably need
shoring. The load configuration and weight deter-
mine the thickness and width of the shoring to be
used. In general, lumber 10 or 12 inches wide and
2 inches thick is most suitable. Lengths of shoring
can be cut to meet specific needs. For easier
handling, however, the length of shoring should not
exceed 12 feet. Plywood also makes good shoring.
One 4 - by 8 - foot sheet of l-inch plywood can be cut
into four 1- by 8- foot or two 2- by 8-foot pieces of
shoring. These are ideal for loading tracked
vehicles.
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All dimensions (thickness, length, and width)
for required shoring must be actual size. Commer-
cial-size lumber may not satisfy this requirement.
For example, a 1 5/8- by 3 5/8-inch piece of lumber
will not satisfy a 2- by 4-inch requirement.

Inspect shoring before use to ensure that it is
clean, sound, free of nails, and fit for its intended
use. Any defect in the lumber reduce sits strength.
Split lumber will not transfer the weight of the
cargo past the split. The aircraft loadmaster may
reject dirty, badly warped lumber, which will delay
the loading of the aircraft.

Shoring requirements must be identified and
obtained as soon as possible to ensure unit readi-
ness. Units should plan on storing shoring and
should be prepared to adjust unit needs as equip-
ment changes.

TRANSPORT OF SHORING

When shoring is required to load cargo, it will
also be needed to unload. If shoring is not avail-
able at the destination, then the shoring must be
transported with the load. Include the weight of
the shoring with the weight of the cargo to accu-
rately determine the aircraft center of gravity. For
tracked vehicles, simply load the lumber on top of
the vehicle while it is being weighed. The weight
of the shoring will not affect the vehicle center of
balance. For rough terrain forklifts or other pieces
of equipment that require sleeper shoring, weigh
the shoring separately and add the weight to the
vehicle weight. For trailers or other pieces of
equipment that only require shoring under the
tongue, do not worry about the weight, but always
make sure adequate shoring is available.

A 3/4-inch thick by 4-foot wide by 8-foot long
plywood panel weighs about 65 pounds. A 2-inch
thick by 12-inch wide by 12-foot long plank weighs
about 75 pounds.

SHORING REQUIREMENTS

*To find out how much shoring to use, find out
how many pounds per square inch of pressure the
cargo will put on the aircraft floor. The C-130 and
C-141 aircraft have a pound-persquare-inch limi-
tation, so the purpose of the calculations is to find
the minimum amount of shoring necessary to do
the job. Too much shoring may make the cargo too
heavy to fly; too little shoring may allow the weight
of the cargo to damage the aircraft.

To find the pressure rating of a piece of cargo,
use two formulas: one to find how many square
inches of the cargo will actually contact the cargo
floor (area) and the second to find the actual pres-
sure or weight of the piece of cargo.

For example, you have a trailer tongue support
leg with a contact length of 3 inches and a contact
width of 2 inches. The trailer tongue support leg
will rest on the aircraft floor. The support leg
weighs 325 pounds. Multiply the length by the
width to get the area, in this case, 6 square inches.

L x W= A  3 x 2 = 6 square inches

To find the psi of that trailer support leg,
divide the support leg weight by the area. For this
example, it is 54.2 psi.

W = PSI
A

325 =  54.2 psi
 6

If the aircraft floor limit is 25 pounds per
square inch, then place shoring under the support
leg to spread the load. A 1/2-inch-thick piece of
shoring will not be enough, so put a 3/4-inch-thick
board under the support leg.

Shoring is not effective under its entire length,
but only at a 45-degree angle from the edge of the
piece of cargo. So 3/4-inch-thick shoring will
spread the load only 3/4 inch on each side of the
cargo. This results in spreading the load over an
area of 4.5 by 3.5 inches.

4.5 x 3.5= 15.75 square inches

This reduces the psi to 20.7. Therefore, a
3/4-inch-thick board measuring 4.5 by 3.5 inches
under the trailer support leg safely places it on the
aircraft floor.

325
15.75 = 20.63 or 20.7 psi

NOTE: When rounding figures, always
round pressure figures up to the next
higher tenth of an inch. For example, 2.69
psi would round up to 2.7 psi, Always
round area figures down to the next lower
tenth (7.58 will be 7.5 square inches).
This provides an increased safety factor.
The psi is higher than it actually is, and
the area is smaller than it actually is.
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FORMULAS

The basic formulas for computing area and
pounds of pressure for various shaped objects
are in Figure 6-8.

Figure 6-8. Formulas.
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CHAPTER 7

CARGO RESTRAINT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides guidelines for restrain-
ing cargo on military and civilian aircraft. Cargo is
restrained (tied down) in an aircraft so that it
remains stationary in the cargo compartment when
the aircraft is subjected to rough air, vibration,
acceleration, deceleration, and rough landings.
The greatest force exerted on the cargo is usually
the forward movement encountered when the air-
craft slows rapidly on landing. When the pilot
applies the aircraft brakes on landing, the cargo
tends to keep moving at a higher speed. The cargo
is also restrained in proportion to its weight, so that
it will not shift when the aircraft turns, takes off,
lands, or encounters other forces while flying. Tie-
down equipment is aboard the aircraft to be used
as restraints.

PRINCIPLES OF CARGO RESTRAINT

Cargo loaded in an aircraft is restrained so
that it will not shift during any condition the air-
craft experiences in flight. Basic principles of re-
straint apply to tying down cargo. Although the
details vary for different kinds of cargo, the basic
principles of restraint do not change. The basic
principles follow:

•  Tie down cargo to prevent movement in all
directions.

• Install tie-down devices to provide ade-
quate restraint without overstressing the
tie-down fitting or damaging the cargo.

•   Ensure the tie-down leads directly from the
tie-down fitting on the aircraft floor to the
load being restrained.

•  Attach tie-down devices in symmetrical
pairs. Unsymmetrical tie-downs cause un-
even load distribution and could result in
tie-down failure (Figure 7-l).

•   Ensure tie-down pairs in a given direction
are equal in type and length. (Any material
subjected to a tension load stretches to a
given percentage of its length.,Therefore,

the greater the length, the greater the po-
tential amount of stretch. If two tie-downs
of the same type and capacity restrain a
load in a given direction and one tie is
longer than the other, the longer tie has a
greater stretch potential. The shorter tie
assumes the majority of any load that may
develop. If as a result the shorter tie is
overstressed and fails, the longer tie would
be subjected to the full load and it too
would probably fail.)

•    Use the nylon CGU-1/B strap on cargo that
may be damaged by chains, such as frag-
ile/crushable cargo or baggage.

Figure 7-1. Symmetrical and Unsymmetrical
Pairing.
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RESTRAINT CRITERIA

Restraint criteria for aircraft cargo are based
on the weight of the cargo and the forces imposed
on it due to changes in motion (changing direction,
slowing down, or speeding up). The force in-
creases as the rate of change in motion increases.

*The primary restraint criterion is the mini-
mum amount of restraint needed to keep cargo
from moving in a specific direction. A numerical
factor (g factor) called restraint safety factor or
load factor has been determined for cargo aircraft.
This figure determines the number of tie-down
devices to use.

*Imagine a passenger traveling in a car at 50
mph. The driver jams on the brakes for a sudden
stop. What happens to the passenger when the
brakes are applied? The same thing happens to the
cargo in an aircraft. A sudden change in direction
or speed of the aircraft moves the cargo in the same
manner. The change in motion is called the out-
side force. The amount of outside force to which
a unit of cargo may be subjected is called the load
or g factor. Multiplying the weight of a unit of
cargo by the g factor results in the amount of
required restraint for that unit of cargo:

*Weight x G Factor = Required Restraint

*For example, a unit of cargo weighing 5,000
pounds is to be restrained from moving forward.
The forward g factor for the aircraft is 3. Use the
formula to determine the total load to be re-
strained: cargo weight (5,000 pounds) times g fac-
tor (3) equals the weight to be restrained against
forward movement (15,000 pounds).

DIRECTION OF RESTRAINT

The direction in which the cargo would move
if it were not restrained identifies the restraint
criteria applied to the cargo to prevent its move-
ment. Forward restraint keeps cargo from moving
forward in the aircraft; aft restraint, from moving
backward; lateral restraint, from moving to either
side; and vertical restraint, from moving up off the
aircraft floor. The aircraft floor is downward re-
straint. Use the restraint criteria in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1. Restraint Criteria.

TIE-DOWN DEVICES
Three tie-down devices are used to secure

cargo in the aircraft:

•  The MB-1 tie-down device has a 10,000-
pound rated capacity.

•   The MB-2 tie-down device has a 25,000-
pound rated capacity.

•    The CGU-1/B tie-down device has a 5,000-
pound rated capacity. This device is com-
monly called a 5,000-pound strap.

The MB-1 and MB-2 devices (Figure 7-2) are
similar in looks, use, and the way they operate. The
only significant difference is their load capacities
and size.

The CGU-1/B tie-down device (Figure 7-3) is
a 20-foot nylon web strap with two metal hooks
attached. One hook is stationary at one end of the
strap, while the other hook has a ratchet device and
can be moved over the length of the strap. The
ratchet tightens the device when it is being used.

Similar methods are used to restrain all types
of cargo, The details for restraining each cargo
item vary with its bulk, weight, configuration, and
location in the aircraft and whether it is equipped
with tie-down provisions. These variations make
restraining each piece of cargo a separate problem.
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Figure 7-2.  MB-1 and MB-2 Tie-Down Devices.

Figure 7-3. CGU-1/B Tie-Down Device.
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Turbulence and other violent motions expose
airlifted vehicles to extreme gravitational forces
that may compress pneumatic tires and thus ease
the tension on tie-down chains. When the motion
suddenly stops and the aircraft quickly climbs, the
chain snaps taut and imposes abnormal loads on
aircraft and cargo tie-down fittings and tie-down
devices. This same reaction may occur when the
vehicle’s springs flex under the same conditions.
Special-purpose vehicles equipped with large soft
tires, such as rough terrain forklifts, can encounter
these stress conditions in the aircraft.

Some vehicles are made so that each major
component part must be tied down. An example is
the truck-mounted crane. The crane is mounted
on the truck chassis by a large-diameter kingpin.
Because vertical acceleration might disengage the
kingpin, both the truck chassis and the crane must
be tied down.

The basic rules for applying tie-down devices
follow:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Use standard tie-down devices that are
provided aboard the aircraft.

Know the capabilities of each tie-down
device used.

Use an even number of chains symmetri-
cally in pairs.

Know the restraint criteria in each direc-
tion (forward, aft, lateral, and vertical),
then compute the restraint required.

Maintain equal tensions throughout the tie-
down arrangement when attaching the tie-
down devices to cargo and tie-down fittings.

Install tie-down devices at a 30-degree
angle from the cargo compartment floor
and 30 degrees from the longitudinal axis
whenever possible.

Ensure the right capacity tie-down
device is used with the tie-down fitting.
All aircraft floor tie-down fittings are
not the same capacity. Avoid placing a
25,000-pound-capacity tie-down device
on a 10,000-pound-capacity tie-down
fitting. Otherwise, it provides only
10,000 pounds of restraint.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Turn the rings in the floor tie-down fittings
so that the tension is applied to the top of
the ring not the sides.

Consider the capacity of the tie-down
device and the strength of the attaching
points when attaching chains to vehicles.
Attach tie-down devices to lifting shack-
les or other points that were designed for
th i s  pu rpose  f i r s t .  I f  add i t iona l
restraint is required, attach devices to
available strong structural points, such as
tow hooks, bumper supports, axles, or
frame members. (Do not place chains
against brake lines, hydraulic lines, fuel
lines, tires, or electrical wiring.) Do not
attach tie-downs to steering mechanisms,
tie rods, driveshafts, grills, or fender and
body braces (Figure 7-4).

Do not attach more than 50 percent of
required tie-down devices in a given direc-
tion to vehicle axles.

When chains cross over one another, make
sure that they pull in a straight line and not
against one another.

When forming chain loops around axles
and bumpers, do not depend on friction or
tension to prevent the chain from sliding
laterally. Place the chain loop against some
solid part, such a differential housing or
bumper bracket.

When using CGU-1B tie-down devices to
tie down cargo, do not use nylon devices
over sharp edges.

Attach the tie-down devices to the aircraft
floor and the chain to the cargo item.

TIE-DOWN DEVICE STRENGTH

Every tie-down device is rated to withstand a
given force. The tie-down devices restrain up to
their rated capacity only when applied so that the
force exerted is parallel to or straight onto the
device. When the tie-down device is applied like
this, all of its rated capacity is available to prevent
the cargo from moving in the direction of the plane
a n g l e .
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Figure 7-4. Vehicle Tie-Downs.

To determine the number of tie-down devices
required to properly secure any given item of
cargo, know how each of the following influences
cargo tie-down:

•   Weight of cargo,

 • Restraint factor for each direction (g
force).

•  Floor and plane angles of devices when
attached.

•  Rated strength of tie-down devices to be
used .

•  Strength of tie-down fittings on aircraft
floor and cargo item.

*To find the force that must be restrained, use
the first two factors: weight of the cargo and the
restraint factor. Written in formula form, it is--

G x W = F

Where:

Restraint factor = G

Weight of the cargo = W

Force to be restrained = F

REQUIRED NUMBER OF TIE-DOWN
DEVICES

The two methods for determining the number
of tie-down devices needed to secure a load in an
aircraft are the percentage restraint chart and the
percent of angle of tie. The percentage restraint
chart is a quick method for advance estimating of
the number of tie-down devices required. This
method is not as precise as the percent of angle of
tie. The percent of angle of tie is the most precise
method to find the exact restraint achieved, It uses
several formulas that require knowing the exact
angle of tie and cannot be used for advance
planning.

Percentage Restraint Chart

The percent of angle of tie can be determined
by using the percentage restraint chart (Figure
7-5). Floor angle degrees are in the top horizontal
row, and plane angle degrees are in the left vertical
row. To find the percent of effectiveness of a 30/30-
degree angle, first read the floor angle across the
top of the chart (30 degrees). The figure directly
below the floor angle degree is the percentage of
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rated strength for vertical (up) restraint. Next,
read the plane angle down the left side of the chart
(30 degrees). Next to the plane angle are LON
(longitudinal) and LAT (lateral), the directions in
which the tie-down will be effective. Read across
the table until the 30-degree plane angle line
intersects the 30-degree floor angle column.

The numbers at this intersection represent the
restraint provided by a restraint device applied at
a 30/30-degree angle. These numbers express a
percentage of the maximum rated strength of a
tie-down device. A device rated at 10,000 pounds
would provide 7.490 pounds of longitudinal

restraint, 4,330 pounds of lateral restraint, and
5,000 pounds of vertical restraint.

The formulas will help determine how many of
each type of tie-down device should be used for
each piece of cargo. Do not mix the types of
devices. If the formulas say to use MB-2 devices,
do not substitute a lower-rated device or the
restraint will be insufficient.

Remember also to use the devices in pairs. If
the answer is not an exact even number, always
round up to the next highest even number when
using chains. For example, if the figures came out

Figure 7-5. Percentage Restraint Chart.
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*If a cargo item weighs 8,000 pounds, its
restraint must withstand a 3 G. forward force using
MB-1 tie-down devices attached on 30-degree
floor and plane angles. Attached at these angles,
the effective holding strength of the MB-1 is 74.9
percent of its rated strength of 10,000 pounds.

The formula for determining the required
number of devices is--

Restraint Factor x Weight of Cargo
Strength of Device x Percent of
Angle of Tie-Down

Force to be Restrained
= Effective Holding

Strength of Device

=  Total Number of Devices Required, or

G x W = F = N
R x P      S

Substituting numbers, the calculation is--

3G  x  8,000 pounds 24,000
10,000 pounds x 75 percent  7,500=

= 3.2 or 4 devices needed

Multiplying the rated strength of the device by
the percent of angles at which it is attached equals
the effective holding strength of the tie-down
device. Written as a formula, it is--

R x P = S

Where:

Rated strength = R

Percent of angle of tie-down = P

Effective strength of each device = S

Combine the results of the first two formulas
to find how many devices to use for each piece of
cargo:

Where:

Force to be restrained = F

Effective strength of each device = S

Number of devices required = N

The product of this formula gives only the
number of devices required for one direction of

restraint. Use the same processor aft, lateral, and
vertical restraint as well. Displaying all the
calculations in table form makes the total amount
of calculation easier (Figure 7-6). The example in
Figure 7-6 represents a 45/45-degree angle.

To use the chart, follow the order of
calculations as they are listed along the top. Blocks
1 and 2 (Direction of Restraint and Restraint
Factor) always contain the information shown in
Figure 7-6. The restraint factors for Air Force
aircraft have been determined through scientific
analysis and cannot be changed by the unit. The
unit must supply the information in the rest of the
blocks.

Block 3:

Block 4:

Block 5:

Block 6:

Cargo weight is the total weight of
the vehicle or cargo. It includes any
cargo in the vehicles, vehicle fuel,
shoring, and any other additions. It
does not include the weight of the
driver or crew of any vehicle.

Force to be restrained is the answer
when Block 2 is multiplied by Block
3.

Effective strength of device is found
using the restraint percentage chart
(Figure 7-5). Determine the angle
of tie to be used, read right for plane
angle and down for floor angle, and
find the percent of effectiveness for
the device at this angle. Multiply
the percent of effectiveness by the
rated strength to get the effective
strength of the device. Enter the
result in Block 5.

Devices needed is the answer when
Block 4 is divided by Block 5. If the
answer is a fraction, always round up
to the next highest even number.
(This number is always even
because the tie-down devices are
used in pairs.)

Block 7: Restraint achieved is the answer
when Block 5 is multiplied by Block
6. This is a cross-check to ensure
that enough restraint is being used.
If the figure in Block 7 is lower than
that in Block 4, more devices must
be added.
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NOTE: The devices used versus the
devices needed could be different from
the figure in Block 6. When tie-down de-
vices are applied at an angle, they will
provide restraint in more than one
direction. The same chains used for fore
and aft restraint will also provide vertical
and lateral restraint. Only if the fore and
aft restraint is insufficient for vertical and
lateral restraint will more devices have to
be added.

Percent of Angle of Tie

It is not always possible to apply tie-down
devices at a known or desired angle because of
cargo configuration or interference by other cargo.
After tie-down devices have been applied to a
cargo item, their effective restraining strength is
found by measuring the lengths of the chains. The
percent of angle of tie is used to determine if
enough restraint has been applied to a piece of
cargo after it is loaded and restrained in the
aircraft.

Tie-downs attached to a load usually provide
restraint in three measurable directions: on a
vertical plane, a lateral plane, and a longitudinal
plane. The vertical angle is the angle between the
chain from the attachment point or tie-down fitting
(Figure 7-7, A and B) and the aircraft floor. The
lateral plane angle (Figure 7-7, A and C) is the
angle between the chain and a line which runs
across the cargo compartment through the
attachment point. The longitudinal plane angle
(Figure 7-7, A and D) is the angle between the

chain and a line which runs fore and aft in the cargo
compartment through the attachment point,

NOTE: For ease of illustration, Figure
7-7 shows only one tie-down device.
However, tie-down devices must be at-
tached in pairs, with each device having
the same angles, Attaching a pair of tie-
down devices to the opposite ends of the
cargo item will provide restraint against
movement in all directions.

When a tie-down device is attached at an
angle, its effectiveness is reduced; the greater the
angle, the greater the reduction.

EXAMPLE 1:

Use a 25,000-pound-capacity MB-2 tie-down
device applied to a cargo item. Figure 7-7 shows a
method to determine effective restraint for cargo
tie-down. As shown, determine tie-down ratios by
dividing tie-down chain length into the effective
length for the direction in which restraint is
required, Then multiply this ratio by the strength
of the tie-down chain or attachment point,
whichever is less, to find the restraint received
from the tie-down pattern used,

1. Measure the length of the tie-down chain (A)
from the tie-down fitting to the attachment point
on the cargo: 50 inches.

2. Measure the effective vertical length (B) from
the attachment point on the cargo to a point di-
rectly beneath it on the cargo floor: 25 inches.

Figure 7-6. Restraint Calculations Chart.
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Figure 7-7. Tie-Down Angle Computations.

3. Divide the tie-down chain length (A) into
the vertical effective length (B) to deter-
mine the ratio:

25 = 0.50 ratio
50

4. Multiply this ratio by the rated restraint
(25,000 pounds) of the tie-down chain:

25,000 x 0.50 = 12,500 pounds of effective
vertical restraint received
from the chain

5. To determine the effective forward or aft
restraint, obtain a forward or aft effective
length (C) by measuring from a point
directly beneath the attachment point on
the cargo along a longitudinal axis to a
point lateral to the tie-down fitting being
used: 37 inches.

6. Divide the tie-down chain length (A) into
the forward or aft effective length (D) to
determine the ratio:

3 7 = 0.74 ratio
5 0

7. Multiply this ratio by the rated restraint
(25,000 pounds) of the tie-down chain:

25,000 x 0.74 = 18,500 pounds of effective
forward or aft restraint
received from chain

8.

9.

To determine the effective lateral
restraint, obtain a lateral effective length
(E) by measuring from a point directly
beneath the attachment point on the
cargo to the row of tie-down fittings
being used: 22 inches.

Divide the tie-down chain length (1) into
the lateral effective length (8) to determine
the ratio:

22 = 0.44 ratio
50

10. Multiply this ratio by the rated restraint
(25,000 pounds) of the tie-down chain:

25,000 x 0.44  = 11,000 pounds of effective
lateral restraint received
from the chain

EXAMPLE 2:

If the tie-down device in Figure 7-7 were
an MB-1 rated at a maximum capacity of
10,000 pounds, it would provide 50 percent
or 5,000 pounds of its vertical, 74 percent or
7,400 pounds of its longitudinal, and 44 percent
or 4,400 pounds of its lateral restraint capacity.

NOTE: If the tie-down chain is attached
to a pallet ring, the rated restraint would
be 7,500 pounds. The ratio would be mul-
tiplied by 7,500 to determine the effective
restraint received.
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PALLETS

The Air Force 463L cargo-handling system
is designed to increase loading and unloading
efficiency and to reduce operating costs. Small
items of cargo are difficult to properly restrain.
Cardboard CONEX inserts or standard wood
pallets may be used to consolidate small items into
a larger unit. CONEX inserts and wood pallets
with cargo will then be placed on Air Force 463L
cargo pallets and secured with Air Force cargo
restraining nets.

The three nets of the 463L pallet will restrain
up to 10,000 pounds of general cargo on any single

pallet without having to use any other tie-down
devices. The 463L pallet maybe used as a mobility
platform for other than general cargo weighing
more than 10,000 pounds. Palletized loads over
10,000 pounds cannot be restrained with nets and
must be secured with chains and devices to the
aircraft floor, the pallet rings, or restraint rail tie-
down rings.

NOTE The Air Force loadmaster (or
boom operator on the KC-10) has final
authority in determining adequate cargo
restraint.
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APPENDIX A

COMMON AIR MOBILITY COMMAND AIRCRAFT
CONFIGURATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides a reference for airlift
aircraft standard configurations to meet the mis-
sion requirement of the airlifted force and the Air
Mobility Command. Only those configurations
that are common to your airlift movement are
described All information was extracted from the
following AMC regulations:

AIRCRAFT EXTRACT
FROM

C-5 Configurations AMCR 55-26

KC-10 Configurations T.O. 1C-10(K)A-9

C-130 Configurations AMCR 55-47

C-141 Configurations AMCR 55-4

Information in this appendix is for reference
only. If a specific question arises regarding any
configuration requirement capability, contact your
affiliated ALCS for further guidance.

C-5 CONFIGURATIONS

Because of the unique design of the C-5 aircraft,
there are only three configurations to be concerned
with. The troop seating is in the upstairs troop
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compartment which always provides 73 available
seats.

●

●

●

The standard configurations areas follows:

CP-1. This configuration offers 36 pallet
positions and seats for 73 passengers in the
troop compartment. All rollers will be up
in this configuration.

CP-2. This configuration offers a clean
cargo compartment floor for floor-loaded
cargo and seats for 73 passengers in the
troop compartment. All rollers will be
down in this configuration.

CP-3. This configuration offers a mixed
combination of palletized cargo and floor-
loaded cargo in the cargo compartment and
seats for 73 passengers in the troop compart-
ment. Rollers will be positioned as the cargo
dictates.

KC-10 CONFIGURATIONS

AMC currently offers two configurations for
troop-cargo movement (Figures A-1 and A-2).
Other configurations are available; however,
they must be specifically coordinated for with
AMC headquarters and affiliated ALCS. Refer
to T.O. 1C-10(K)A-9.

A-1
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A-2

Figure A-1. 69 Troops - 17 Pallets
Configuration.

Figure A-2 10 Troops - 23 Pallets
Configuration.



C-130 CONFIGURATIONS
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*Figure A-3. C-130 Configuration P-1.
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*Figure A-4. C-130 Configuration AE-2.
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*Figure A-5. C-130 Configuration C-1.
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Figure A-6. C-130 Configuration CP-1.
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Figure A-7. C-130 Configuration CF2.
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Figure A-8. C-130 Configuration CP-3
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Figure A-9. C-130 Configuration CP-4.
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Figure A-10. C-130 Configuration CP-5.
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*Figure A-11. C-130 Configuration C-2.
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C-141 CONFIGURATIONS

Figure A-12. C-141 Configuration C-1.
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Figure A-13. C-141 Configuration C-2.
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Figure A-14. C-141 Configuration C-3.
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*Figure A-15. C-141 Configuration CP-2.
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*Figure A-16. C-141 Configuration CP-3.
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*Figure A-17. C-141 Configuration P-5.
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*Figure A-18. C-141 Configuration CP-1
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APPENDIX B

PREPARATION OF EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

INTRODUCTION

The equipment/personnel preparation check-
list will eliminate many deficiencies encountered
during deployment. It will not replace established
procedures in FM 55-12. However, when used
with FM 55-12, the checklist should help eliminate
most problems that may arise in preparing equip-
ment for air movement.

DD FORM 2133

Units should have copies of DD Form 2133
(Figure B-1) on hand in the unit area to check
items before movement to the marshaling area at
the departure airfield. Follow the guidance below
to complete this form.

The TALCE uses DD Form 2133 as the stand-
ard to determine the air worthiness of the cargo.
The TALCE will complete and sign this format the
call forward area (CFA) joint inspection site. All
cargo becomes Air Force property after success-
ful execution of the DD Form 2133 and will be
controlled by the TALCE representative at the
ready line (RL).

The remainder of this appendix explains how
to fill out DD Form 2133.

A. Documentation

Block 9- Manifest/Number of Copies

This is a written inventory and record of
cargo and passengers on an aircraft. (Use
DD Form 2130-series, as applicable.)

It is prepared in a minimum of 7 copies for
in-theater moves and 15 copies for
strategic or out-of-theater moves. Dis-
tribute according to FM 55-12.

Block 10- DD Form 1387-2 (As required)

Any potentially hazardous materials must
be certified using this form; for example,
corrosive, toxic, flammable, and explosive
materials.

This form should be filled out in a min-
imum of three copies and distributed
according to TM 38-250. Also, persons
certifying hazardous material must follow
guidance in TM 38-250.

Block 11- Hazardous Cargo Compatibility

Check hazardous materials being airlifted
on the same aircraft for compatibility.
Refer to TM 38-250, Attachment 1.

Block 12- Load Lists/Custodian Transfer Forms

Cargo custodians should have a listing iden-
tifying the items loaded aboard a truck or
trailer or on the 463L pallets.

If no user personnel will accompany the
cargo and cargo requires special
security precautions while en route, use
AF Form 127 (Traffic Transfer Receipt).

This form provides a hand-to-hand receipt
record of the handling of the shipment from
origin to destination.

B. Vehicles/Non-Powered Equipment

Block 13- Clean

Clean items of all dirt, trash, pests, and oil,
fuel, or corrosive residue. Steam clean, if
necessary, especially when returning from
out-of-country moves.

If vehicles and equipment are not clean, the
US Department of Agriculture will place
the items in quarantine.

Remove all oil- and fuel-soaked rags, as this
would present a hazard when confined on
an aircraft.

Ensure all vehicle tires are free of rocks and
pebbles. The aircraft floor is aluminum a
soft metal. The rocks and pebbles could rip
or dent the aircraft floor.
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Figure B-1. DD Form 2133.
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Block 14 - Fluid Leaks *b. One-Fourth (1/4) Tank. Nonapplicable.

Make sure there are no fuel, oil, hydraulic,
brake, or cooling system leaks.

A leak is a loss of fluid or fuel at a rate that
is readily detected or seen. Five drops or
more per minute from a cooling system,
crank case, or gear case is considered a
leak. Fuel or brake system leaks, no matter
how minor, will result in the item being
frustrated. A damp or discolored seal need
not be considered a leak unless the above
conditions exist.

Block 15 - Mechanical Condition

a. Engine runs.

b. Brakes are operational:

• Foot brake.

• Emergency brake.

Block 16 - Battery

Properly secure the battery with hold-down
bracket to include cable routing and insula-
tion. The battery must not be allowed to
short out with the metal casing/compart-
ment. All battery cell caps must be in place
and secure.

If the battery is disconnected, tape the
post/cables to prevent sparks from contact-
ing metal.

Check batteries for cracks or leakage of
battery acid.

Block 17 - Fuel Tank(s)

*a. One-Half (1/2) Tank. Self-propelled
vehicles may be transported with a maxi-
mum of three-quarters of a tank of fuel
when placed on the cargo floor of the air-
craft (with a copy of HQ AFMC message
301700Z DEC 92). Without the message,
vehicles are limited to one-half tank regard-
Iess of location. Vehicles placed on the
ramp will not exceed one-half tank of fuel,
with the filler opening positioned on the up
high side of the ramp.

c. Drained (As required). Equipment that
is mounted on a single axle (trailer) that is
disconnected from its prime mover (truck)
and loaded with its tongue resting on the
aircraft floor must be drained but need not
be purged.

d. Fuel Tank Caps Installed. There are two
types of fuel tanks: pressurized and non-
pressurized, The type will be stenciled onto
the gas cap. When transporting the differ-
ent types of fuel tanks, take the following
steps:

*• On nonpressurized tanks, ensure the
caps are in the locked position.

*• On pressurized tanks, ensure the
caps are in a semilocked position,
with about one-quarter turn to open.
This will allow pressure to escape
from the tank while in flight.

Block 18 - Jerry Cans (Secure, Fuel Level, Seals)

Secure jerry cans, DOT 5L, in racks de-
signed to hold them and prevent movement,
In this case, no hazardous cargo certifica-
tion will be required when moving under a
Chapter 3 move of TM 38-250.

*Prevent metal-to-metal contact between
jerry cans not secured in racks by using
cushioning material or fiberboard (MRE
box sleeves). DD Form 1387-2 will be re-
quired under a Chapter 3 move of TM 38-
250.

Palletized jerry cans with fuel are not ac-
ceptable for military air shipments.

Jerry cans are authorized for transporting
flammable liquid fuel stock in quantities
when combined with the fuel shipped in the
tanks of the vehicles or equipment does not
exceed a two-full-tank supply. For exam-
ple, a vehicle on the ramp of a C-130 has a
10-gallon fuel tank. You are limited to 5
gallons because of the ramp restrictions.
You would be allowed to carry three jerry
cans of fuel.
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Maximum amount of fuel is 5 gallons or 1
inch below filler neck.

All jerry cans must have serviceable seals
before use for air shipment. To check seals,
fill jerry cans and turn upside down. If fuel
leaks, replace the seals. If the seals leak, the
jerry cans will be frustrated. Jerry can are
authorized for shipment only between
CONUS stations.

Block 19 - Dimensions (Fits A/C Profile or
Contour)

The dimensions must be within aircraft
loading envelope capabilities. Measure the
length, width, and height of items to ensure
that they do not exceed aircraft limits.

Mirrors that extend beyond the body of the
vehicle must be folded in.

Some vehicles will require that the canvas
and bows be removed before loading.

Antennas, exhaust stacks, and other reduci-
ble objects may require removal before
loading.

Block 20 - Center of Balance (Both Sides)

CB must be accurately computed and
marked on both sides as shown in Appendix
G of FM 55-12.

The suggested marking method is with tape
and grease pencil. Place tape that is at least
1 by 3 inches vertically at the CB of the item.
Indicate the center of balance and the dis-
tance from the front axle in inches. Place
masking tape that is at least 1 by 3 inches
horizontally at the CB of the item. Place
this tape directly above the vertical tape to
form a T and indicate the gross weight of
the item. Apply these markings only after
the secondary load is applied and the vehi-
cle is weighed on scales. You should keep
a journal of axle weights, distances, and CB
data in case tape or grease pencil markings
become illegible or fall off during the move.

Block 21 - Scale Weight (Both Sides)

The scale weight must be accurately deter-
mined and marked on both sides of the
item, as indicated above.

Block 22 - Axle Weights (Both Sides)

The shipping unit will determine the
weights of the axles by actually weighing the
vehicle.

Wheel and axle weight must be within al-
lowable limits for the cargo floor.

Gross axle weight(s) must be marked on
both sides of the vehicle above the axles.

Block 23 - Tiedown Points (Serviceable)

Ensure the serviceability of each tiedown
point, such as clevis or lifting ring. Ensure
no cracks are visible and safety pins or lock-
ing nuts are installed, if applicable.

Block 24 - Pintle Hooks/Clevises

a. Serviceable. If the vehicle or equipment
has a pintle hook or clevis installed, check
them for serviceability and make sure no
cracks are present.

b. Safety Pin Attached. Install safety pins
for pintle hooks if planning to push or tow
a trailer on or off the aircraft.

Block 25 - Vehicle Equipment Secure (Tools,
tires, antennas, etc.)

Secure axe, pick, and shovel.

Secure spare tire and tools.

Secure radios and fire extinguisher.

Block 26 - Lox/Nitrogen Cart (Vent Kit)

Ensure the vent kit has all necessary hoses,
clamps, and tools to connect the item to the
aircraft vents, as required.

Ensure hoses are clean of all oil, grease,
dirt, and so forth.

Block 27 - Tire Pressure

Underinflated tires may cause the rim to
bottom out during turbulence and cause
damage to the aircraft floor.
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Tires should be inflated to within 10 percent
of the stenciled tire pressure, not to exceed
100 psi.

Do not deflate tires to decrease vehicle/
equipment height to gain clearance when
loading aboard the aircraft.

Block 28 - Shoring (Rolling parking Sleeper)

(For specific guidance on shoring requirement
refer to Chapter 6, Load Shoring.)

Rolling shoring is required for most
track-type vehicles. It protects the
aircraft floor as the vehicle is moved into
position in the cargo compartment.

Parking shoring is used to protect the
aircraft floor from metal-to-metal contact
or when an item exceeds the psi limitations
of the aircraft floor.

Sleeper shoring is required for vehicles
weighing 20,000 pounds or more equipped
with tires that are not designed for highway
travel, such as the 10K rough terrain
forklift. This shoring is stacked under the
axle/chassis and near each wheel to prevent
bouncing during flight.

Block 29 - Accompanying Load

a. Within Vehicle Rated Capacity. Do not
allow the accompanying load to exceed
the rated cross-country capacity of the
vehicle (found on vehicle data plate/
TB 55-46-1).

b. Secure to Vehicle. Use a minimum of
1/2-inch-diameter hemp or cotton rope
(no nylon). Secure in lateral, lon-
gitudinal, and vertical directions. Metal
banding may also be used to secure the
accompanying load, as long as the load
is not hazardous material. Identify haz-
ardous material so it will be readily
accessible during flight.

C. PALLETS

(Refer to Appendix B for specific guidance on
463L pallets.)

Block 30 - Clean

Before loading thoroughly clean all pallets
of all mud, dirt, and oil.
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Block 31 - Scale Weight (88 Inch Side)

The pallet gross weight shall be marked by
a card on each short side giving accurate
weight for the pallet.

Block 32 - Dimensions (Fits A/C Profile or
Contour)

Usable cargo surface on pallet:

• Length-84 inches.

• Width -104 inches.

• Height - 96 inches. (Comply with
specific aircraft pallet profile
requirements.)

Block 33 - Cargo Properly Secured

a.

b.

Netted. Two side nets are attached to
tie-down rings on the pallet. Cargo
height may preclude the use of side nets,
at which time a top net only maybe used
with additional restraint being applied
with the 5,000-pound cargo straps found
on the aircraft when it arrives. When
using all three nets, the top net will be
attached to rings on the two side nets.

Chained. Certain items may be chained
to the pallet instead of using nets;
for example, canned engines and
generators.

Block 34 - Dunnage (3 Pcs Per Pallet)

3-point dunnage:

• Dunnage is a minimum of 4 by 4 by
88 inches.

• Dunnage is placed under the 463L
pallet before loading cargo on the
pallet.

• Dunnage is installed in the correct
direction (for forklift pickup).

D. Helicopters (Flyaway)

Block 35 - Battery (Disconnected/Taped)

Before disconnecting the battery or bat-
teries, the fuel level must be verified by the
Air Force inspector. Once the fuel level has
been checked proceed to fasten the bat-
tery or batteries securely in the holder
provided with the terminals disconnected
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and protected in such a manner as to
prevent damage or short circuits.

Block 36 - Fuel Quantity (Gallons)

Fuel is at a maximum of three-quarters of a
tank full or 150 gallons, whichever is less.

BIock 37 - Center of Balance (Both Sides)

CB is accurately computed and marked on
both sides with masking tape and grease
penciL

Block 38 - Scale Weight (Both Sides)

Use portable or platform scales to
accurately determine the gross weight.
Do not use book weights. Mark gross
weight on both sides with tape and grease
pencil.

Block 39 - Shoring (Rolling, Parking)

Ensure all required shoring is provided and
in good condition.

Block 40 - Special Loading Equipment

Transport wheels, hydraulic carts air carts,
and so forth, to aid in loading and unloading
the helicopter(s). Use any other associated
equipment that may be deemed necessary
for airlifting helicopters.

Block 41 - Remarks

Make any additional remarks not specifi-
cally addressed in Blocks 9 through 40, as
appropriate.

Record corrections to deficiencies noted in
Blocks 9 through 40.
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APPENDIX C

AIR MOVEMENT PLANNING WORKSHEET

INTRODUCTION

The Air Movement Planning Worksheet
(Figure C-1) is used to prepare a consolidated list
of all unit equipment and personnel. This is a
recommended format only. Units may locally
design and reproduce their own version.

List all dimensions and cargo loads of the
vehicles. First, measure and weigh the vehicles
as shown in FM 55-12 to ensure that they have
not been modified from the standards listed in
TB 55-46-1. Next, check the unit property book,
which lists the proper Army nomenclature for the
vehicles and tells the full authorized amount of
equipment. To find how many items of equip-
ment are authorized, refer to the unit table(s) of
organization and equipment. Even if the unit is
short some equipment, include it in the air move-
ment plan. When the unit deploys or is alerted to
deploy, the equipment shortages may be filled.
Refer to vehicle load cards to find how much cargo
is loaded into each cargo truck.

INSTRUCTIONS

Fill out the Air Movement Planning
Worksheet as follows:

Block 1 - Unit/Organization

Enter the unit/organization for which the
form is being filled out.

Block 2 - Total Personnel

Enter the total number of personnel
scheduled or planned for deployment.

Drop down to the PAX column in Block 2,
and enter the number of personnel
scheduled or planned for each aircraft load
or chalk.

Under the Chalk column, enter the chalk
number for each aircraft carrying person-
nel. This chalk number must correspond
with the scheduled or planned number of
personnel in the adjacent column.

Under the Plt/Sec column, enter the
platoon or section from which the person-
nel are assigned.

Block 3 - Equipment

a. Model Number. Enter the model num-
ber, such as M35A2, of each item.

b. Description Type. Enter the description
such as 2 1/2-ton truck, cargo, of each
item.

c. ID No. Enter the ID, such as T-7, of each
item.

d. TOE Line No. Enter the TOE line num-
ber, such as X40009-02 of each item.

Block 4

a. Length. Enter the actual length in
inches of each item.

b. Width. Enter the actual width in inches
of each item.

c. Height. Enter the actual height in
inches of each item.

Block 5

a. Empty Weight. Enter the empty weight
of the item of cargo. If the item is a
463L cargo pallet, this entry would be
355 pounds (pallet and nets).

b. Cargo. Enter the cargo weight only.

C. Planned Weight. Enter the planned
weight (gross weight) for shipment.

Block 6- Axle Weights

Enter the front, intermediate, and rear
axles’ weights in these blocks.

Block 7

Enter the load or chalk number under the
applicable type aircraft (C-130, C-141, C-5,
KC-10) for each item of equipment listed.
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Figure C-1. Sample Format of an Air Movement Planning Worksheet.
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*Figure D-1. 463L Master Pallet Construction.
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APPENDIX D

463L CARGO SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The 463L cargo system encompasses all
phases of cargo loading including materials-han-
dling equipment, cargo-loading platforms, re-
straint equipment, and in-aircraft systems. The
463L system is the Air Force standard for moving
concentrated cargo.

DUAL-RAIL SYSTEM

The dual-rail system is installed in all airlift or
463L-capable military aircraft. This system con-
sists of rows of rollers that allow the palletized
cargo to easily move into the aircraft. Many of
these rollers are stowable to convert the cargo
deck to a flat, clear loading surface for wheeled
cargo. The side rails guide the pallets into the
aircraft and provide lateral and vertical restraint.
These rails are equipped with detent locks that
hold the pallet securely in place once inside the
aircraft. These locks also prevent the forward and
aft movement of pallets during flight.

463L PALLET CONSTRUCTION

*The 463L pallet (Figure D-1) is made of
corrosion-resistant aluminum with a soft wood or

fiberglass core and is framed on all sides by alumi-
num rails. The rails have 22 tie-down rings at-
tached with 6 rings on each long side and 5 rings
on each short side. Each ring has a 7,500-pound
restraint capacity. The rails also have indents
(notches) that accept the detent locks located on
numerous types of materials-handling equipment
and on all airlift-capable aircraft. The overall di-
mensions of the 463L pallet are 88 inches long by
108 inches wide by 2 1/4 inches thick. However, the
usable dimensions of the upper surface are 84
inches wide by 104 inches long. This allows 2
inches around the periphery of the pallet to attach
straps, nets, or other restraint devices. An empty
463L pallet weighs 290 pounds (355 pounds with a
complete set of nets) and has a maximum load
capacity of 10,000 pounds. The maximum pounds
per square inch for the 463L pallet is 250 pounds,
If a load exceeds this limitation, then shoring must
be used to spread the load over a larger area.
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463L PALLET NETS

There are three nets to a set (Figure D-2):
one top net (yellow) and two side nets
(green/black). The side nets attach to the
rings of the 463L pallet and the top net at-
taches by hooks to the rings on the side nets.
These nets have multiple adjustment points
and may be tightened to conform snugly to
most loads. A complete set of 463L nets pro-
vides adequate restraint for a maximum of
10,000 pounds of cargo when properly at-
tached to a 463L pallet. For 463L pallets that
do not exceed 45 inches in height or 2,500
pounds, a single top net will be used to secure
the load. When a top net is used, the belly
band (Figure D-2) must not be more than 8
inches from the top of the pallet surface. As
stated previously, the 463L pallet has a maxi-
mum height of 96 inches restraining 10,000
pounds. If the pallet exceeds 96 inches but is
less that 100 inches, a maximum weight of
8,000 pounds is allowed. A complete set of
nets weighs 65 pounds.

It is important to inspect the pallets and
nets for serviceability before use. Failure to
use serviceable systems will result in inspection
failure during the joint inspection, Refer to the
checklist at the end of this appendix for inspec-
tion guidance. Return questionable components Figure D-2. 463L Pallet Nets.
to the Air Force/ITO for proper disposal.

463L PALLET BUILDUP

Palletize cargo horn the heaviest to the lightest
(Figure D-3). Distribute large and heavy objects
from the center of the pallet outwards to prevent
the pallet from becoming heavy on one end. Doing
this also helps maintain the center of balance at or
near the center. Place lighter or smaller items on
top of or beside the heavier cargo. Cargo with
special handling labels must face outward when-
ever possible. Load hazardous cargo so that it is
accessible to the aircrew and in such a manner to
allow for ease of jettison. Construct the load in a
square or pyramid shape whenever possible to
make the load stable, easy to handle, and easier to
secure on the pallet. Always put adequate dun-
nage under 463L pallets before cargo placement.
The dunnage consists of a minimum of three 4- by
4- by 88-inch pieces of lumber equally spaced

under the 463L pallet. This aids the movement of
the pallets by forklift and protects the lower sur-
face from damage. Remember to ship the dunnage
with the pallets for storage after unloading at the
destination. Pallets that contain water-sensitive
cargo, such as electronics and paperwork, or
water-absorbent cargo, such as baggage, should
use the plastic 463L pallet cover, NSN 3990-00-
930-1480.

Unit SOPS for pallet markings may differ;
however, the minimum requirement is AF Form
2279 (Figure D-4). Pallet ID cards may be ob-
tained from your servicing TALCE. Units should
produce their own marking standards for SOPS.

Each aircraft has restrictions on the dimen-
sional size and shape particular to that aircraft.
Check the specific requirements of the aircraft for
which the load is prepared.
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Figure D-3 463L Pallet Cargo Placement

Figure D-4. AF Form 2279.
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Pallets should have pallet boards (Figure D-5)
and the pallet ID cards attached. Each pallet
should have two boards displayed so they are
readily visible to the aircrew while in flight (nor-
mally one on the 88-inch side and one on the
108-inch side of the pallet). Using pallet boards
will greatly increase the chances of misplaced pal-
lets being returned. As a rule of thumb, the follow-
ing information should be on the pallet boards:

A sufficient number of personnel in the unit must
be trained to do the job. The most prevalent
reason cargo is bumped from an aircraft or causes
delays is poor pallet buildup or netting.

Before using the nets, lay them all out and
inspect them for serviceability. Do not use any
nets that are torn or rotted or have loose stitch-
ing or bad or missing hooks. Only one bad

•

•

•

•

Packing list of containers on pallet (UMO strap and hook is enough to make the entire net

also retains copy). unserviceable.

Unit identification code and unit written Side Nets
out clearly.

Identify the long sides (six hooks) and the
LOGMARS label. short sides (five hooks) of the net and set the net
Points of contact and phone number for right-side up. The net must be right-side up so the
APOE/APOD. bottom hooks will point inward after the nets have

CARGO NET INSTALLATION
been attached to the pallet rings. If the net is
right-side up, the hooks face down as the net is

Load and net the pallets properly to make lying on the ground. Also, many of the nets are
the pallet airworthy. Prior planning is the key. marked OUTSIDE.

Figure D-5. Pallet Boards.
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Place the two side nets around the cargo on
the pallet, and hook the hooks into the pallet rings.
Start at one corner and work around the pallet
(Figure D-6). Make sure the straps and hooks of
the net cross at the corners of the pallet. Pull the
net as high as it will go and hook the two side nets
together. Each side net has adjustable straps be-
tween the long and short sides to make adjustments
depending on the cargo placement. Side nets cor-
rectly hooked to the pallet rings will have O rings
and tension-adjustable hooks to join together, unit-
ing the two side nets. Do not tighten these straps
until the side nets are hooked to the top net.

Top Net

Center the top net over the cargo. The long
side of the top net goes with the long side of the

side nets and pallet. Hook the top net into the side
nets using the O rings located on the top portion of
the side nets. If the cargo height restricts the use
of these O rings, use the large O rings found about
halfway up the side nets. Never use the bottom row
of O rings with the hooks to secure the top net in
place over the cargo. Cargo permitting, use the
same row of rings on the side nets to ensure that
the top net pulls evenly. When the top net is
hooked in, two people should pull evenly on all the
straps opposite of each other to tighten the top net,
ensuring that the net stays equally distributed over
the cargo. When all the straps are tightened, in-
cluding the side net straps, tuck the loose ends of
the straps into the netting to prevent snagging dur-
ing loading or unloading operations.

Figure D-6. Typical Net Attachment.
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PALLET WEIGHT

Weigh each 463L pallet built with
cargo, and record the scaled weight on all
copies of the cargo manifest. Ensure the
scaled weight is clearly marked on two
sides (one on either 88-inch side and one
on either 108-inch side) of the 463L pal-
let. Pallet weight markings (Figure D-7)
may be stapled to the net. Measure the
cargo height and record it on the cargo
manifest.

NOTE: Include the weight of three-
point dunnage with the pallet, as the
dunnage will accompany the pallet
on the aircraft.

Units should use AF Form 2279 (Fig-
ure D-4) or create their own version. It
is important that the the data be clearly
posted and correct. As a rule, the pallet
identification cards must contain the fol-
lowing information:

• Pallet identification number; for
example, PC-2.

• Aircraft configuration; for exam-
ple, C-141/C-2M.

• Originating station; for example,
Langley Air Force Base, VA.

• Net weight of pallet.

• Miscellaneous information; for
example, hazardous material.

• Destination station; for example,
Pope Air Force Base, NC.

• Gross weight of pallet.

Figure D-7. 463L Pallet Weight Markings.

These pallets can be moved with a forklift, but used to work pallet trains from an elevated plat-

the tines must be a minimum of 72 inches long. Use form. Place the pallets on a rollerized cargo deck,

only forklifts rated at a lifting capacity equal to or a rollerized flatbed truck, or as a last resort, a K

greater than pallet weight. See Appendix F for loader (this should be avoided if possible because

guidance on MHE used in air movements. it will tie-up the K loader until the pallets are
loaded onboard the aircraft). Align the indents of

MARRIED PALLETS the pallet along the 108-inch side of the pallet.

*Cargo of odd shapes and sizes may require Space pallet couplers (Figure D-8) in the indents

movement by air. When the requirement to ship to lock the pallets together. Contact your affiliated

cargo exceeds the dimensions of a single 463L ALCS for couplers.

pallet, join two or more 463L pallets together (Fig- To place cargo on married pallets, load
ure D-8), forming a marriage of the pallets. This long, heavy cargo first, distributing weight
is often referred to as a pallet train. It is always to evenly over the pallet to avoid a heavy-ended
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pallet. Next, Place lighter or smaller cargo on
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handling documentation visible to load teams, air
top or around-the heavier cargo (Figure D-9). crew, and transient personnel.
Ensure all cargo is loaded with labels or special

Figure D-8. Married 483L Pallet Alignment.

Figure D-9. Married Pallet Concentrated Cargo.
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TIE-DOWN TECHNIQUES • Do not attach more than 50 percent of the

There are many techniques for the tying down
and lashing of cargo (Figure D-10). Following are
some of the key points to remember:

• Use a barrier and chain gate for loose,
heavy items, such as lumber and pipe.

• Use chains and tie-down devices for large
items, such as canned engines or palletized
wheeled items.

restraint to the axles of wheeled equipment.

• Use a 463L net for multiple loose items that
fit within the usable dimensions of a single
463L pallet.

• Use chains for heavy items, such as large
boxes and vehicles.

• Use 5,000-pound tie-down straps, as re-
quired to provide individual item restraint
or to provide supplemental restraint to
463L nets.

Figure D-10. Cargo Restraint
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TIE-DOWN EQUIPMENT system. Units should purchase the items or draw

Table D-1 gives prices and national stock num-
through the local supply system adequate numbers

hers (NSNs) for components of the 463L pallet
to conduct load team training on a regular basis.

Table D-1. 463L Typical Tie-Down Equipment.

D-9
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CHECKLIST FOR PALLET BUILDUP

The following checklist will help the unit pre-
pare for deployment:

_ 1. Are you prepared to follow good safety
practices?

_ 2. Do personnel have steel-toed safety shoes
and work gloves, if necessary?

_ 3. Have personnel been briefed on proper
lifting techniques?

_ 4. Is the pallet skin free of damage, top and
bottom? Are there any bent lips on the 88-inch
side?

_ 5. Are tie-down rings serviceable?

_ 6. Is the pallet level and not warped?

_ 7. Is the pallet free of corrosion?

_ 8. Is the pallet clean and free of dirt?

_ 9. Is the pallet right side up?

_ 10. Is the pallet placed on three-point dunnage?

_ 11. Is the cargo to be placed on the pallet
securely packaged?

_ 12. Does the cargo have required markings?

_ 13. Are hazardous cargo labels (SFs 400 to 422)
attached to items of hazardous cargo or their con-
tainers? Is a DD Form 1387-2 (Special Handling
Data/Certification) attached to all hazardous sen-
sitive items and nonhazardous sensitive items that
leave owning unit custody?

_ 14. Is cargo that is marked with arrows (THIS
SIDE UP) positioned with arrows up?

_ 15. Are hazardous items on the pallet compati-
ble with TM38-250?

_ 16. Is all hazardous cargo positioned for easy
access in flight? Are hazardous cargo labels visible
from an 88-inch side of the pallet?

_ 17. Is the cargo arranged on the pallet to meet
the following criteria:

• Are the heavier boxes and crates placed on
the bottom of the pallet load?

• Is lighter, more fragile cargo placed on top
of the pallet load?

• Is the cargo arranged and properly stacked
so that it is stable?

_ 18. Is the height of the buildup pallet 96 inches
or less from the top skin of the pallet?

_ 19. Is the pallet loaded with more than 10,000
pounds of cargo?

_ 20. Is the cargo loaded so that it is no more than
104 inches wide with no overhang over either of the
108-inch sides?

_ 21. Is the pallet loading limited to less than 250
pounds per square inch on the pallet’s surface?

_ 22. Is the cargo susceptible to weather damage?
(If so, cover it.)

_ 23. Is the cargo secured to the pallet using two
side nets and a top net?

_ 24. Is the pallet smaller than 45 inches and 2,500
pounds? (If so, use a single top net.)

_ 25. Does the pallet have 22 serviceable rings?

D-10
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APPENDIX E

TEMPLATES

INTRODUCTION

The cargo load planning template system
provides a method for load planning individual
AMC aircraft. The system graphically shows the
location of individual pieces of equipment within
the aircraft by placing cut-out templates on the
aircraft floor diagrams (DD Forms 2130-series).
Figure E-1 is an example. The aircraft floor
diagrams, complete with templates, are an accept-
able cargo load planning and manifesting proce-
dure for airlift operations.

The floor diagrams and template forms are
created to specific tolerances and are exactly to
scale when they are printed. The scale is 1/4 inch
equals 3 feet When the forms are reproduced on

AMC FORM

a copy machine, the size of the copy will usually be
slightly different from the original, which alters the
scale. If a copy of a copy is made, the problem is
magnified, and a load may appear to fit on an
aircraft when in fact it may be too large. Do not
reproduce forms or templates.

REQUESTS FOR FORMS

Units requiring templates should contact
their post publications/forms office and submit a
DA Form 17. Send the form to the Publications
Stockroom, Building 208, Fort Gillem, Forest Park,
GA 30050-5000.

The following is a list of existing authorized
AMC forms (templates) that are available through
normal channels:

TITLE

570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593

Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine General Purpose Vehicles
Army/Marine Aviation Helicopters
Army/Marine Aviation Helicopters
Army/Marine Aviation Helicopters
Army/Marine Armored Truck Vehicles
Army/Marine Armored Vehicles
Army/Marine Mechanized Infantry Vehicles
Army/Marine Field Artillery Equipment
Army/Marine Air Defense Artillery Equipment
Army Medical Equipment
Army Engineering Equipment
Army/Marine 463L Pallets
Template Worksheet
Army/Marine Equipment
Army/Marine Equipment
Army Template Worksheet

E-1
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AMC FORM TITLE

594
595
596
597
598
599
600
605
625
626
627
630
631
632
633
634
635
636

Marine Aviation Equipment
Marine Aviation Equipme
Marine Equipment Worksheet
Marine Communication Equipment
Marine Communication Equipment
Marine Communication Equipment
COMNAV Spec War GRU-1
C-141B Configurations Worksheet
Naval Construction Battalion Equipment
Naval Construction Battalion Equipment
Naval Construction Battalion Equipment
Army/Marine General Purpose Equipment
Army/Marine General Purpose Equipment
Army/Marine General Purpose Equipment
Army/Marine General Purpose Equipment
Army Aviation Equipment
Army Aviation Equipment
Army Aviation Equipment

Figure E-1 is an example of a floor diagram Figure E-2 is an example of a unit aircraft utiliza-
using templates for cargo load planning. tion plan.
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* Figure E-1. DD Form 2130-3.
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Figure E-2. DD Form 2327.
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APPENDIX F

MATERIALS-HANDLING EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Materials-handling equipment includes
vehicles and other devices used to aid in packaging,
handling, transporting or other manipulating of
cargo in preparation for air shipment. Although
there is a long list of materials-handling equip-
ment, this chapter describes the most commonly
used equipment.

MHE ACCEPTABILITY

Figure F-1 will be used to determine what type
of loaders will be needed to load aircraft at the
APOE/APOD.

FORKLIFTS

Forklifts are used to lift, transport, and stack
cargo or equipment. Their use saves money and
many man-hours of labor in handling cargo.
Forklifts are located at nearly every installation in
the world. Their value cannot be overstated as they
will be used in almost every phase of air deploy-
ment from the construction and staging of equip-
ment to the loading of aircraft.

RT 4000

The 4K forklift (Figure F-2) is used in
warehousing storage, and shipping operations.
Within the air movements arena, it is mainly used
in the construction of 463L pallets and as a pusher
vehicle (loading towed loads).

RT 6000

The RT 6000 forklift (Figure F-3) can be used
in many different roles, from the building of pallets
to the actual loading of 463L pallets with tine
extenders.

10K Forklift

The 10K forklift (Figure F-4) is the largest,
most capable forklift in the airlift inventory. The
10K standard forklifts are required for moving
463L pallets that exceed 6,000 pounds.

NOTE: The  movement  o f  10K
forklifts aboard C-130/C-141 aircraft
is not advised because of special loading
procedures. On certain models, the rear
counterweights must be removed before
loading.

Tine Extenders

Tine (fork) extenders have two configurations:
bare (Figure F-5) and rollerized (Figure F-6).
They are used to provide additional length to
forklift tines. In order for a forklift to lift or move
a 463L pallet without causing damage to the pallet,
the tines must be at least 72 inches long. Either
type of extension is acceptable for use; how-
ever, the rollerized tines will expedite loading
and unloading 463L pallets from aircraft. The
tines are available through the supply system.
Also, tines may be locally manufactured through
most welding shops.

K LOADERS

K loaders provide the capability to rapidly load
and unload 463L pallets from airlift aircraft. Three
types of K loaders are mainly used by moving units.
Each has its own capabilities, limitations, and com-
mon features. Their quantity is limited. All are large,
heavy, and difficult to transport from location to
location. The K loaders will interface with, and are
a part of, the 463L pallet system. They are par-
ticularly useful for handling married pallets (use
rollerized trailers to build married pallets on) and
airdrop platforms. Any time K loaders are required
where they are not prestaged, contact your affiliated
ALCS early for coordination.

NOTE: A 60K loader is currently being
field-tested that will accommodate up to
six 463L cargo pallets and carry a maxi-
mum of 60,000 pounds. This K loader will
also be capable of direct loading wide-
body aircraft, including the KC-10,
DC-10, and B-747, without the require-
ment for specific wide-body loaders.
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Figure F-1. MHE Acceptability to Civil Aircraft.
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Figure F-2 4K Forklift.
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Figure F-3. 6K Forklift
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Figure F-4 10K Forklift
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F-6

Figure F-5. Bare Tine Extenders.

Figure F-6. Rollerized Tine Extenders.
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25K Loader left. The deck has rows of recessed rollers in-
stalled the entire length of the vehicle. These

The 25K loader (Figure F-7) is a self-propelled rollers are used as conveyers for palletized loads
cargo transportation platform that can lift and and may be stowed to provide a continuous,
transport three 463L pallets or 25,000) pounds of smooth surface to handle nonpalletized loads. The
cargo. Its deck may be raised, lowered, or tilted 25K loader is also equipped with a telescoping
forward or aft, permitting alignment with the ladder to allow for easy access to the cargo load
aircraft floors. The deck can also roll from right to with the platform either lowered or fully raised.

Figure F-7. 25K Loader.
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TAC Loader It can be modified with extensions to fold five
pallets (Figure F-9), but the front extension is sel-

The 25K TAC loader (Figure F-8) provides dom used. The TAC loader can be used to load the
the same capacity as the 25K loader but also C-130, C-141, and C-5 aircraft. However, the C-5
provides the capability to operate in an unpaved must be kneeled to accommodate the TAC loader
ramp environment. It can lift 25,000 pounds of because of height restrictions. Like the 25K
cargo on unimproved surfaces and a maximum of loader, the TAC loader is equipped with rollers
38,000 pounds on smooth, paved surfaces. The and a telescoping ladder and can raise, lower, and
TAC loader will normally hold three 463L pallets. tilt its cargo deck.

Figure F-8. TAC Loader.
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F-9

Figure F-9. TAC Loader Extension.
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40K Loader raise or lower, tilt forward or aft and roll, as well

The 40K loader (Figure F-10) can lift and as shift right or left. The 40k loader is also

transport cargo loads up to 40,000 pounds, and the equipped with removable safety rails, cat walks,

deck will hold five 463L pallets. The 40K deck can ladder, and 463L system rails and locks.

Figure F-10. 40K Loader.
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40K Extender

The 40K extender (Figure F11) is used as
a primary or alternate method of loading and
unloading wide-body aircraft. The extender is
used as an elevator only and is not used to transport
cargo. When not in use, it doubles as a highline
dock. The extender is locked into the bed of the
40K loader, enabling it to reach the main deck of
wide-body aircraft. It handles loaded 108- by
88-inch pallets up to a five-pallet train and can
also be used to load rolling stock. The extender
weighs about 10,000 pounds, thereby decreasing
the capacity of the 40K by 10,000 pounds. The
extender is 60 inches high and enables the 40K to

WIDE-BODY LOADERS

There are three primary types of wide-body
loaders currently in use. Each of the loaders is air-
transportable, but most must be shipped disas-
sembled upon arrival at the APOE/APOD.
Wide-body loaders cannot be used to load C-130,
C-141, or C-5 aircraft because of their size and con-
figuration. Currently, only wide-body loaders can be
used to load wide-body aircraft because of the height
of cargo doors. For these reasons, you must contact
your affiliated ALCS if wide-body loaders will be
required to ensure they arrive well before the opera-
tion commences. As a general rule, loading and
unloading wide-body aircraft consumes much more

reach a maximum height of 216 inches. time than loading and unloading AMC aircraft.

Figure F-11.  40K Loader with Extender.
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316A Cochran Loader

The 316A Cochran loader (Figure F-12) is
a commercially designed elevator designed to
accommodate commercial-type wide-body cargo
aircraft. It was the first of the wide-body loaders
purchased by the military and is currently used
extensively in direct support of the KC-10. The
316A can lift 25,000 pounds and will accommodate

loader and will not be used to transport cargo.
(The same rule applies to all wide-body loaders.)
All cargo must be placed on the 316A at the aircraft
and then elevated to the aircraft cargo compart-
ment. The 316A loaders have been modified to
mate with the C-141 auxiliary loading ramps for
loading wheeled loads (Figure F-13). The 463L
pallets must be transferred from forklifts or K

two 463L pallets. The 316A is an elevator-type loaders to the Cochran loader.

Figure  F-12 318A  Cochran  Loader.
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Figure F-13. 316A Cochran Loader, Loading Rolling Stock
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316E Cochran Loader operation to the 316A loader. The 316E loader can
lift 40,000 pounds of cargo and will accommodate

The 316E Cochran loader (Figure F-14) is an three 463L pallets. The 316E is the most commonly
advanced version of the 316A and has increased used of all the wide-body loaders and is located at
capabilities. It is very similar in appearance and

.
most major AMC bases.

Figure F-14. 316E Cochran Loader.
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CL-3 Wilson Loader

The CL-3 Wilson loader (Figure F-15) is the
newest of the wide-body loaders. It was purchased
to support the acquisition of the KC-10 and addi-
tional Civil Reserve Air Fleet aircraft.

NOTE: Because of the aircraft fuselage
curvature, the CL-3 Wilson loader cannot
be used to load wide-body lower lobes.
Rollers can be turned over to permit load-
ing of wheeled loads without the plywood
subfloor.

*Figure  F-1 5. CL-3 Wilson Loader.
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PUSHER VEHICLE best vehicles to use as pusher vehicles are the RT

The pusher vehicle is a vehicle with a rated
towing capacity modified by the addition of a front
pintle hook (Figure F-16). These vehicles dramat-
ically aid in loading trailers on military cargo air-
craft. Pusher vehicles allow the drivers a direct
view of the trailer as it moves aboard the aircraft,
This is quicker and safer than having the driver rely
on rearview mirrors or hand signals. Probably the

4000-series forklifts as they swivel in the middle,
allowing the driver to adjust the position of the
trailer without moving the pusher vehicle. Any
time quantities of trailers will be moved on aircraft,
you should arrange for pusher vehicles. TB 9-
2300-415-40 gives specific guidance for front pintle
hook construction.

Figure F-16. Front-Mounted Pintle Hook.
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ROLLERIZED FLATBED TRUCKS cilitate the speedy handling of palletized cargo,

Rollerized/flatbed trucks (Figure F-17) come
particularly when K loaders are not available. The
trailers will also allow units to stage pallets in chalk

in a variety of sizes, lengths, and load-carrying
capabilities. Most flatbed trailers (not lowboys)

order and construct married pallets without tieing

may be modified by attaching lengths of rollers to
a K loader up with the load.

accommodate building, transporting, storing, and
loading cargo on 463L pallets. These flatbeds fa-

*Figure F-17. Rollerized Flatbed Truck (Typical).
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GLOSSARY

*Section I. ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AACG . . . . . Arrival Airfield Control Group

AALPS . . . . . Automated Air Load Planning
System

AC . . . . . . .. aircraft

ACL . . . . . . . allowable cabin load

ADPC . . . . . Air Deployment Planning
Course

AFM . . . . . . . Air Force manual

AFP . . . . . . . Air Force pamphlet

AFR . . . . . . . Air Force regulation

AGL . . . . . . above ground level

ALCS . . . . . . Airlift Control Squadron

AMC . . . . . . Air Mobility Command

AMCP . . . . . . Air Mobility Command pamphlet

AMCR . . . . . Air Mobility Command regulation

A P O  . . . , . . . Army post office

APOD . . . . . . aerial port of debarkation

A P O E  . . . . . aerial port of embarkation

A R  . . .  . , . . Army regulation

ATP . . . . . . . Allied tactical publication

AT/RT . . . . . all terrain/rough terrain

CALM . . . . . Computer-Aided Load
Manifesting System

CB . . . . . . . . center of balance

CCB . . . . . . . combined center of balance

CFA . . . . . . . call forward area

CG . . . . . . . . center of gravity

CINC . . . . . . commander in chief

CONEX . . . , container express

CONUS . . . . . continental United States

C R A F  . . . . . Civil Reserve Air Fleet

DA . . . . . . . . Department of the Army

D/AACG . . . . Departure/Arrival Airfield
Control Group

DACG . . . . . Departure Airfield
Control Group

deg . . . . . . .. degree

DOD . . . . . . Department of Defense

DSN . . . . . . . Defense Switched Network

DTACC . .  . . . Deployed Tanker Airfield
Control Center

DTO . . . . . . division transportation officer

ECP . . . . . . . entry control point

EUCOM . . . . European Command

FM . . . . . . . field manual

FOR SCOM . . Forces Command

FS . . . . . . . . fuselage station

fwd . . . . . . . forward

g  . . . force of gravity

GSS . . . . . . . Graphics System Software

GVW . . . . . . gross vehicle weight

HQ . . . . . . . headquarters

ID . . . . . . . identification

ITO . . . . . . . installation transportation office

JCS . . . . . . . Joint Chiefs of Staff

KB . . . . . . . . kilobytes

LAPES . . . . Low Altitude Parachute
Extraction System

LAT. . . . . . . latitude

lb . . . . . . . . pound

LFTCPAC .  . Landing Force Training
Command, Pacific

lox . . . . . . . liquid oxygen

LON . . . . . . longitude

max . . . . . . . maximum

M E E . . . . . . minimum essential equipment

MHE . . . . . . materials-handling equipment

min . . . . . . . minimum

mph . . . . . . . miles per hour

MRE . . . . . . meals ready to eat

MTOE . . . . . modification table of
organization and equipment

NA . . . . . . . not applicable

No. . . . . .. number

NSN . . . . . . national stock number

pam .  .  . . . . . . . pamphlet

Glossary-1
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P A X  . . . . . .

pcs . . . . . . .

p l t  . . . . . . .

PLF . . . . . . .

POM . . . . . .

PP . . . . . . . .

psi . . . . . . . .

RAM . . . . . .

RD . . . . . . . .

reg . . . . . . .

RL . . . . . . . .

ROPS . . . . .

RT . . . . . . . .

SAAF . . . . . .

sec . . . . . . . .

SOP . . . . . . .

ST . . . . . . . .

TAC loader . .

TACC . . . . .

passenger

pieces

platoon

pounds per linear foot

preparation for overseas
movement

pallet position

pounds per square inch

random access memory

reference datum

regulation

ready line

rollover protection system

rough terrain

small austere airfield

section

standing operating procedure

short tons

tactical loader

Tanker Airlift Control Center

TALCE . . . .

TB . . . . . . .

TC-ACCIS. . .

TCC . . . . . . .

TM . . . . . . .

TO . . . . . . .

TOE . . . . . .

TRADOC . . .

UMO . . . . . .

US . . . . . . . .

USARPAC . .

USMC . . . . .

Tanker Airlift Control Element

technical bulletin

Transportation Coordinator-
AutomatedCommand and

Control Information System

transportation component
command

technical manual

technical order

table(s) of organization and
equipment

Training and Doctrine Command

unit movement officer

United States

United States Army, Pacific

United States Marine Corps

USTRANSCOM United States
Transportation Command

WAM . .  . . . weight, arm, moment

WESTCOM . . Western Command

Section II. DEFINITIONS

aerial port of debarkation (APOD) - A station that serves as an authorized port to process and clear aircraft
(scheduled, tactical, and ferried) and traffic for entrance to the country in which located.

aerial port of embarkation (APOE) - A station that serves as an authorized port to process and clear aircraft
(scheduled, tactical, and ferried) and traffic for departure from the country in which located.

aircraft commander - A pilot designated as pilot-in-command of a given aircraft. The pilot-in-command is
responsible for its safe operation and is in command of all personnel on board.

air-land operation - An operation involving air movement in which personnel and supplies are air-landed at a
designated destination for further deployment of units and personnel and further distribution of supplies.

Airlift Control Center - An operation center where the detailed planning, coordinating, and tasking for tactical
airlift operations are accomplished. This is the focal point for communications and the source of control and
direction for the tactical airlift forces.

Airlift Control Squadron (ALCS) -An in-garrison command and control unit assigned to an AMC wing and
designated as a squadron. When not in a deployed posture at home station, the squadron plans for future
deployments, coordinates mission support element requirements, attends joint planning conferences, coor-
dinates and monitors joint airborne/air transportability training, and conducts AMC affiliation program training.

airlift force - Includes military strategic and tactical airlift aircraft augmented by the CRAF.

airlift mission - A mission operated to meet an airlift requirement.
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Air Mobility Command (AMC) - Formerly the Military Airlift Command (MAC). A major command of the US Air
Force that operates as a transportation component command (TCC) of the USTRANSCOM and provides worldwide
airlift and aerial refueling support for the DOD. For purposes of this publication, the acronym AMC includes the
following personnel: TALCE, aerial port, and air crew loadmaster.

air movement - Air transport of units, personnel, supplies, and equipment, including airdrops and air-landings.

air movement plan - Plan used in detailed planning for an airlift when the airlift of troops is involved. The respective
service component commanders prepare it jointly.

Air Operations Center - The Air Force operations center established by the TALCE for controlling and coordinating
the airlift operations and all TALCE functions.

allowable cabin load or allowable cargo load (ACL) - The amount of cargo and passengers, determined by weight,
cubic displacement, and distance to be flown, that maybe transported by specified aircraft.

Arrival Airfield Control Group (AACG) - The organization that receives transported units from the Air Force carrier
and controls them until released to their parent unit.

chalk - Designated troops, equipment, and/or cargo that constitute a complete aircraft load.

chalk number - The number affixed to an aircraft load to identify its sequence for loading.

Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) - Civil air carriers of US registry that contractually commit themselves to provide
personnel, services, and aircraft to support AMC under stated emergency conditions.

closure time - The time the last element of a unit has arrived at a specified location.

departure airfield - An airfield on which troops and/or materiel are loaded for flight.

Departure Airfield Control Group (DACG) - The organization provided by the supported force which will control
the deploying unit to be airlifted from the marshaling area until released to the TALCE at the ready line. Upon
acceptance into DACG, all equipment belongs to the DACG commander until it is released to the Air Force.
Functions of the DACG are the same for any service that is being airlifted.

deployment - The relocation of forces to desired areas of operation or a designated location of troops and troop units
as indicated in a troop schedule.

dunnage, 463L - Any material (three each, 4- by 4- by 88-inch boards, planks, and so forth) used to support or secure
pallets of the Air Force 463L materials-handling system.

estimated time of arrival - Estimated time of arrival of an aircraft over a given point or station.

estimated time of departure - Estimated time of departure of an aircraft from a given location.

global airlift - The continuous or sustained movement of units, personnel, and material in support of all DOD agencies
between area commands, between CONUS and overseas, or within an area of command when directed. Strategic
airlift resources possess a capability to air-land or airdrop troops supplies, and equipment for augmentation of tactical
forces when required.

gross weight - For palletized cargo, total weight of the cargo, pallet, and tie-down equipment; for unpalletized cargo,
the actual (scale) weight of the cargo.

ground time - That period of time the aircraft is on the ground from arrival at the blocks (parked) to takeoff.

hazardous materials - Any material that is flammable, corrosive, oxidative, explosive, toxic, radioactive, or unduly
magnetic.

joint airborne/air transportability training - An Air Force funded program that provides interservice training for the
wartime application of airlift. It offers the services and AMC an opportunity to jointly develop knowledge, procedure,
and proficiency for combat operations to attain and maintain wartime readiness.

load - A grouping of vehicles, equipment, and/or passengers to be loaded into a specific aircraft.
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loading plan - A document that presents in detail all instructions for the arrangement of personnel and equipment
aboard a given aircraft; also serves as a manifest.

loading point - A point where one aircraft can be loaded.

loading site - An area containing a number of loading points.

load manifest - A document specifying in detail the payload expressed in terms of passengers and/or freight carried
in one aircraft for a specific destination.

loadmaster - The loadmaster is the Air Force representative responsible for overall supervision of loading and
unloading operations of an aircraft.

load number - The symbol assigned to a specific load of cargo or passengers. The load designator remains with a
specific load regardless of any substitution of aircraft. It is synonymous with chalk number.

load spreader - Material used to distribute the weight of a load over a given floor area to avoid exceeding designed
stress limits.

materials-handling equipment (MHE) - Mechanical devices for handling supplies with greater ease and economy.
Examples arc forklifts; roller conveyors; 40K, 25K, 10K, 6K, 463L loaders; and 316A/E Cochran and CL-3 Wilson
loaders.

nontactical loading-A loading process that gives priority considerations to achieving maximum use of troop and cargo
space without regard to tactical considerations. Equipment and supplies must be unloaded and sorted before they
can be used.

outsize cargo - Cargo that exceeds the capabilities of the C-141B aircraft and requires the use of a C-5A/B. Consult
TO 1C-141B-9 for the aircraft to determine if the item can be transported on the C-141B aircraft.

oversize cargo - Any single item that exceeds any one of the following dimensions: 104 inches long, 84 inches wide,
and 96 inches high. It will not fit on a 463L pallet. For broad planning purposes, a 463L pallet loaded to a maximum
height of 48 inches will fit all main deck-loaded CRAF cargo aircraft. However, height increases are possible by
contouring to the cargo envelope dimensions of that particular aircraft.

pallet, 463L - A flat base (platform) used for combining cargo, equipment, or a single load item to facilitate the storing,
handling, and air transporting of these items with the Air Force 463L materials-handling system.

parent organization (unit) - 1. Table of organization and equipment (TOE) units, regardless of size, that have a
numerical designation and unit identification code assigned by DA. 2. Table of distribution and allowance (TDA)
units that have a specific descriptive designation and approved unit identification code assigned by DA. 3. An
organization (unit) responsible for furnishing all or a portion of the common support requirements of another
installation or separate organization.

parent station - An organization (installation) designed to furnish all or a portion of the common support requirements
of another installation or separate organization.

planeload/troop commander - designated officer or noncommissioned officer responsible for the aircraft load
(equipment, supplies, and/or personnel) which he accompanies.

pusher vehicle - Any self-propelled vehicle, such as a 1 1/4- or 2 l/2-ton truck, with a front bumper-mounted pintle
hook. This vehicle is used to push disabled vehicles, trailers, howitzers, aircraft engines, and so forth, aboard aircraft
and it provides load team transportation.

rolling stock - Powered or nonpowered wheeled equipment.

special assignment airlift mission - Airlift requirements that involve special consideration because of the number of
passengers involved, weight or size of cargo, urgency of movement, sensitivity, or other factors that preclude the use
of a channel (scheduled) airlift.

supported service - The military service or agency whose traffic is being moved.
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tactical loading - The arrangement of personnel and the storage of equipment and supplies in a manner designed to
conform to the anticipated tactical operation of the organization embarked. Each individual item is stowed so that it
can be unloaded at the required time.

Tanker Airlift Control Element (TALCE) - A deployed element of an ALCS. The TALCE is a composite
organization tailored to support airlift missions transiting locations where command and control, mission reporting,
or support functions, as required, are nonexistent or require augmentation.

theater airlift - Airlift that provides the immediate and responsive air movement and delivery of combat troops and
supplies directly into objective areas through air-landing, extraction, airdrop, and other air delivery techniques. It
provides air logistic support of all theater forces, including those engaged in combat operations, to meet specific
theater objectives and requirements.

unit loading - The loading of troop units with their equipment and supplies in the same ship, aircraft, or land vehicle.
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